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VJ
—
Angel
Johnson auditions to be an
MTV VJ at the
Interactive Village
behind
Anderson Arena
yesterday.
Hoards of students turned out
to take advantage
of
the
opportunity.

They're here: MTV
invades University
ERIK PEPPI.E
ASSISTANT ENTI KI MSMI SI EDITOR

Alter weeks of anticipation alter
na-rockers Hush and techno gum
Moby stormed Anderson Arena lasl
night as pan of MTV's Campus
Invasion Tour.

Moby opened the show with "My
Weakness, a cut off of his latest
release. Play. Amidst a throbbing u
light show. Moby hopped around on
stage, going from instrument to
instrument all the while, stopping
only to mop his brow with u towel.
The near-capacity crowd jumped
to their feel and proceeded to dance
and sing along with him. Moby's
high energ) Stage antics culminated
with him standing astride his keyhoards during his final song.
Sophomore apparel merchandising major, Mandy Errington
said. "The end was the besl
when he stood up on the
keyboards.''
"He |Moby| is so down
to earth and spiritual." said
sophomore Nicole Cifani. "I
burst into tears when he sang 'Go.'"
Other student reaction to Moby
was unanimous in praising his spirited performance and even finding
him to he a surprising sex symbol.
Angie Norton, sophomore.
found Moby to be "erotic."
While Mob) earned the

audience's kudos and appreciation,
it was clearly Bush they were there
in see. When frontman Gavin Rossdale took the stage the audience
roared and in a gesture of unity started waving lighters back and forth.
After tearing through their hit
"Machinehead," from their multiplatinum debut album Sixteen
Stone. Bush proceeded to lead the
audience through a raucous set
I.indy Perry, senior education
major, said "Bush is great." but with
one minor complaint. "I do wish
Gavin hopped around a little more."
Some audience members were
not as ecstatic, however. A last
minute change resulted in some
audience members being relocated,
"I waited 13 hours the day the
tickets went on sale." said special
education major Karen Spiegler,
"We were told the seats were on the
lower bleachers and now we have an
obstructed view."
Echoing her statement was David
Rich. 22. who said that the relocation happened "without us knowing."
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JUST ANOTHER STUDENT — (above) UAO concert director Brian Engelman escorts Moby to
Anderson Arena to prepare for his 8 p.m. performance.
(cutout) Pat Khumprakob watches a "spankin' new" video at the MTV Interactive Village yesterday.

Professor
speaks
about book

Daredevils find fun in rapids
U. studentsfight cold water during rafting excursion
AMYJO L. BROWN
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

AMYJO BROWN/ The BG News

RAFTS — Rafters get ready
to set off on their trip down
the New River.

Peering from beneath my sleeping bag. I could feel the
cold air forcefully hit my exposed cheeks. The bag wenl
back over my head. I thought to myself. "This is crazy, I
can't do this."
Traveling with a group of 45
other University students and
faculty last weekend. I was
waking up in Hico. W. Va.. at a
campsite near the New Rivet
In only a couple of hours. I
would experience my first
while-water rafting trip,
despite the 30 degree morning temperature and inch of
snow on the ground.
I reassured myself. This trip
w as one of many vigorous activities sponsored by the Outdoor Program at the University. Certainly
they knew what they were doing
when they asked us to emerge from
our individual cocoons and jump
into the river.
Gathering with the other students to claim a wetsuit.
booties, paddle and life jacket, it was obvious they did.
"I don't wan) to see any cotton on anyone." yelled one
of the river guides. Wearing wet cotton underneath the wet
suit will suck your body heat away, he said.
I hurriedly checked my
clothing labels, and then
reehecked with (he guide.
Relieved that 1 wasn't wearing any of the heat-theiving
material. I listened to our
next instructions.
"Don't wear the wet suit
inside out." he said. "We'll
laugh at you." Check.
"Don't drop the helmets,
they're fragile." he yelled out.

MICHELLE RUHR
si Ml WHITER

In preparation foi rhursday'a
showing ol the Holocaust document
tar) "Memoria." Carlo Celli spoke
todaj about his interview with Mar
cello Pezzetti, who interviewed sur\ Ivors in the film.
Celli said Pezzetti acts as an
international technical consultant for
main Holocaust projects, including
Roberto Benigni's movie "Life is
Beautiful." Celli interviewed both
Pezzetti and several ol the Italian
survivors during a tup to Italy.
Pezzetti, who has criticized other
films because of llicn unrealistic
portrayals of concentration camp
victims, initial!) disagreed wiuj
Benigni's choice to lei the child live
in "Life is Beautiful" based on the
grounds thai Ii was unrealistic.
"Benigni's movie is a table."
Celli said. "It is more an Italia!
nun ie than a mm ic about the Holocaust; Benigni was alter his film, not

a Holocaust film."
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Gotcha.
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JUMP — Rafters take a
break from paddling to take
a plunge in the freezing cold
water.

"Hold onto your paddles no
matter what, they can be used to
rescue your friends or to help in
your own rescue." he said. "They
can also be used as weapons." OK.
At that point, we all climbed onto the
blue North American River Runners' buses and headed down to the
ri\ er. Because of the colder than usual temperatures, our overall trip had
been shortened slightly. Instead of putting the rafts in where originally
planned, we were starting out about five miles further down the river. According to the guides, doing so cut out many of the calm spots where we were more likely to become cold. Plan B had us running the rapids immediately.
Excitement was building among the first-time rafters With the coldness nearly forgotten,

■ The Falcon Softball
team loses 6-2 to toe
Buckeyes.
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Elephant keepers fear lifting of world ivory ban

The World
In Brief

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Explosion kills 3 in Bosnia
SARAJEVO. Bosnia-Herzegovina (AP) — An explosion killed
three children who strayed into a
minefield, police said Tuesday,
including an 11-year old girl who
screamed for help for hours as
would-be rescuers watched, too
fearful to go after her.
Police identified the victims as
Ema Alic. 11. Goran Biscevic. 12,
and H;ris Balicevac, 12. They died
Monday after venturing into a minefield outside the capital.
Millions of land mines are strewn
across Bosnia as a result of the
1992-1995 Bosnia war Mine explosions kill and injure dozens of people every month, and minefields
make stretches of land unusable.
Residents said the fact that the
area was mined was common
knowledge and signs warned of danger. The field was not roped off.
apparently because of lack of
money.
Eyewitnesses said Ema was still
alive after the explosion and that she
screamed for help for hours before
falling still.
Nenad Krestalica, who witnessed
the explosion, said the force of the
blast sent "the body of one child
through the air."
"1 also heard the crying voice."
• said Krestalica, 67, still visibly upset
i a day after the deaths.

The Nation
In Brief
Data increase questions
about estrogen treatment
CHICAGO (AP) — Another
study has added to the confusion
over whether hormone supplements
after menopause help or hurl
women's hearts
The study, involving women who
already had heart disease, found that
estrogen-progestin
supplements
reduced elevated levels of a type of
cholesterol that has been linked to
heart disease. But in women with
low levels of the cholesterol to begin
with, the hormones seemed to raise
the risk of a heart attack
The rcscarchc s said they cannot
explain the findings.
Coupled with last week's report
from a government-funded study of
women and estrogen, the findings
add to recent evidence that hormone
supplements might not be as good
for the heart as some earlier research
suggested.
Millions of women take estrogen
supplements to ease hot flashes and
other symptoms of menopause and
10 protect themselves against osteoporosis. For the past two decades,
doctors have also believed that
estrogen wards off heart attacks.
A spokeswoman for the American Heart Association said the new
findings are too inconclusive to suggest women with heart disease
should start or discontinue the use of
hormones.
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NAIROBI. Kenya — A hip-high
herd of nuzzling affection, the dozen
baby elephants butlir.g and bumping
in a dusty grove Tuesday are the
most ever to fall under the care of
Kenya's privately run elephant
orphanage in its 13-year history.
Most lost their mothers following
a one-time easing of an ivory ban —
a ban their keepers fear a U.N. conference in Nairobi this week will
vote to lift.
"All hell would be let loose," said
keeper Jill Woodley, whose family
operates the orphanage in a 60square-mile national park outside
Nairobi.
"We're already seeing ivory on
the move again. If they were to sell
more ivory, il would send the message loud and clear to poachers,"
Woodley said.
South Africa. Botswana, Namibia
and Zimbabwe are asking the U.N.
Convention on International Trade
in Endangered Species to relax the
1989 ban to allow ivory sales under
a quota system.
The southern African nations
insist elephants have rebounded in
their countries and argue they should
be allowed to control the herds and
reap the benefits.
In 1997. the convention authorized a one-time sale of 54 tons of
ivory to Japan from Namibia. Zimbabwe and Botswana.
A U.N. report last month said the
sale appeared to have gone off without any direct increase in poaching
in the three countries.
Among the milling baby elephants, Woodley disagreed. She
argued the countries have no true
idea of the size of their herds and
that opening the ivory market
inevitably incites poaching.
At limes, "when there's no ivory
at all. we've had no orphans," said
Woodley. dressed in a floral dress
and sandals, standing her ground
against nudges from all sides.
Poachers killed some of the elephants' mothers outright, and forced
others out of national parks and onto
private land, where the infants fell
down wells or bogged irretrievably
in cattle watering holes.
The spread of elephants onto private land creates the mistaken

Associated Press Photo

ELEPHANT — Bernard Kilonzo, an attendent at the elephant orphanage, feeds Salama, a 7-month-old orphan baby elephant, with
a bottle of milk at a national park outside Nairobi, Kenya.
impression that Kenya's elephants
are so plentiful they have outgrown
their national parks, the keepers say.
In fact, they maintain, it signals that
poaching has frightened the animals
from what should be their sanctuary.

Rangers brought in the latest
orphan six weeks ago. retrieving the
emaciated 3-month-old from beside
the body of a female found slaughtered for its tusks in northern Kenya.
"She was terrified, running here

and there," Woodley said. "We've
never had a more terrorized elephant."
Shriveled and shy still, the elephant's sharp cheekbones worry her
minders. They are encouraged when

she makes faint, solitary attempts at
play; more so when the I-year-old
that considers itself the mother of
the herd rushes over to drape its
trunk over the newcomer.

Patient's family accepts former doctor's award
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

GLEITSMAN
Associated Press Photo

AWARD — Melody Youk and her brother-in-law Terrence Youk
accept the Gleitsman Foundation Citizen Activist Award.

FINAL AFTERHOURS
Chicago's
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son, feminist crusader Gloria
Steinem. and a founder of Mothers
Against Drunk Driving. Candacc
Lightner.
"I know of no other humanitarian
award that's been awarded to a serial killer like Jack Kevorkian." said
Tom Cagle. 48. of Laconia. N.H..
before the ceremony began.
Kevorkian
will
share
the
S 100.000 award with Alabama
lawyer Bryan Stevenson, who was
recognized for his career-long fight
against the death penalty. Stevenson
has been quoted as saying he was
unhappy about sharing an award
with Kevorkian.
In a letter read at the ceremony
by
his
attorney.
Kevorkian
expressed gratitude for (he award.

SHARPEN YOUR
COMPETITIVE
EDGE WITH
AIR FORCE ROTC.
No matter what area
you've chosen for your college
major, you can enhance your competitive strengths now. Join Air Force
ROTC, and you'll begin the first steps toward
becoming an Air Force pilot, navigator, engineer,
manager - a range of different disciplines. Most important: your skills and managerial expertise will be built on
the solid foundations of leadership that are critical to
career success.

where
discipline
no place
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CAMBRIDGE. Mass. — The
family of a man whose assisted suicide led to Jack Kevorkian's prison
sentence has accepted a $100,000
award on Kevorkian's behalf.
"He risked his personal freedom." said Melody Youk. who traveled from her home in Watcrford.
Mich, for the ceremony. "Today he
is in a very small cell, alone but not
forgotten."
Melody and Terrence Youk
accepted the Gleitsman Foundation's Citizen Activist Award for
Humanitarianism on Kevorkian's
behalf Monday at the Charles Hotel
in Cambridge.
In 1998, the retired pathologist

helped Melody Youk's 53-year-old
husband. Thomas, take his own life
by lethal injection. He was suffering
from the progressive and fatal disease ALS, more commonly known
as Lou Gehrig's disease.
Kevorkian. 71, was convicted of
second-degree murder last year and
sentenced to 10 to 25 years in prison
for Youk's death, which was videotaped and aired on CBS' "60 Minutes."
Some criticized the choice of
Kevorkian for the award. Nearly 20
demonstrators opposed to assisted
suicide protested in the hotel's
lobby.
Judges on the panel that chose
Kevorkian and Stevenson include
actor and environmentalist Ted Dan-
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CALL CAPTAIN BOB SCHOLL AT 372-2176,
OR STOP BY 164 MEMORIAL HALL.

j&w** 419-353-7511
Leadership Excellence Starts Here
*
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LET MY PEOPLE CROSS
I was nearly killed yesterday.
This is nol an unusual occurrence.
I >N nmc I do ii. I'm taking my
life in my own hands.
You people arc trying to kill me.
And you don't even know me.
All I'm doing is minding my
own business, crossing the sired
It's usually cold and raining. And
you jerks still don't stop. Hell, you
don't even SLOW DOWN.
I'm talking about the crosswalk
on Ihe corner of Thurstin and
Court If you've ever been over on
this side of campus and tried to
cross ihe street, you know exactly
what I'm talking about. It's taking
your life in your own hands. Just
walk in the street and pray.
Oh. no. In fact. I think some of
you even speed up. "Hmm. I can
get 500 points in the race to hell if
I run this person over. I think I'll
speed up."
Here 1 am. Crossing the sireei
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All of a sudden. I hear this horrible
sound. Dear heaven. It's an engine
that's gunning. Oh my gosh.
They're heading right for me.
Wait a minute I'm a pedestrian.
1 have rights, too. Just because I'm
nol in control of a 2000 lb. vehicle,
doesn't mean that I'm not important. I'm nol just some mayfly that
you can look at struggling in your
windshield wipers. I'm a person.
There doesn't seem to be a particular group that is worse at barreling through the designated,
lighted crosswalk. There are some
groups thai deserve singling out.
First, the on campus people are
especially good at just speeding
through. Apparently. Ihe lack of
empathy these people have for
those of us who are FORCED to
drive in from other areas compels
them to speed. That, or they heard
about a close parking spot in lot 6.
Or else they caught wind of a
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on-campus friends tell me that
crossing Mercer lo gel to lot 6 is an
adventure, too. Doesn't this alarm
anyone else?
Does someone have to die
before something is done'
If you run me over. I'm dead Or
,H least I'm in the hospital.
And it's all your fault.
Denise Domanski looks both
ways before she crosses tin1 street.
You slumill mo Complain about
parkint>
to
her
at
ddomans9bgnet.bgsu.edu.
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rumor that there was a sale at the
mall.
Of course, the faculty folks
have a tendency to speed, loo Fot
ihcm. I'm guessing the reason ihey
speed is that they heard thai Lot E
was open. Or they can't see me,
what with trying to read and drive
al the same time
The "I was on the phone when I
ran you over. I didn't mean to do it.
I was having a fight with my
tnend I'm MMH-I sorry " excuse
won't hold water.
Neither will the reasoning that I
have to stop to cross the street. The
whole point of the marked, lighted
crosswalk is that pedestrians
always will have the right of way.
Perhaps the city needs to look at
installing an actual traffic lighi at
that intersection. And while they're
at II. I think installing a traffic light
at ihe corner of Thurstin and Ridge
might be a good idea also Oh. my

Q.: When is a Bush/Moby ticket
not a Bush/Moby ticket?
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When the words "Sec. U"
appear on it.
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BROADCAST STATIONS

CD

NewsJf

CBS Evening
News ::

Wheel of
Fortune TT

Jeopardy! Jl

American Film Institute Salute
to Harrison Ford (In Siereo) X

a Hours (In!

Falcone "Payrtgthe Piper" (Ii
Siereo) X

Newsjr

Late Show (In
Siereo) X

CD
©

News *T

ABC World
News Tonight

Entertammenl
Tonight K

Hollywood
Squares IE

Two Guys and

Drew Cam

Spin City The
Great Debate"

20/20 Two wrongtufy convicted
man on death row t nd wake* X

NewsX

Nighiline I

News x

NBC Nightly

News if

Drew Carey
The Vacation'

FraUM
Siereo) it

Dateline (In Siereo) X

WestWmq
i SMrao] 1

nceisisDeo (R

Law 4 Order ■ Surdcwn (R) (in

rtlWSX

Tonight Show
'h Siereo; X

Living Well

Business Rpl

Newshour With Jim Lehrer jl

saac Stern: Life s Virtuoso
'An American Masters Special'

American President: The CandKMte" Military men who became
creyjent .noftensive carxiioaies (In Stereo) (Pan 4 of 5)X

:harlie Rose (in Stereo) X

American President *The Cancbdate" Mi-iary men who became
president; mrfenyve candKlates (in Stereo1 (Pan 4 of 5) X

May lo
December

fro
GD
©

gn Simpiontiln
W Isu-es 0
CABLE

Semo] ■

R.MOmq
Rainbow (El)

Isaac Stem: Ufa's Virtuoso
"An American Masters Special"

Seinfeld m
Mad About
Vou In Ste'eo 1 Andrea Dor«a"

Friend* ih
Stereo) I

Truth Behind the Sitcoms 2 (R) Get Real History Lessons
(In Siereo) X
(Season Fnakt) (In Stereo) X

Simpsons (In
Stereo) JT

Friends (In
Stereo) X

Star Trek: Voyager "Equiwr
(R)(ln&e*eo)tPariiol2)X

Newshour With Jim Lehier JT
Home
Improvement

a Girl 1

Jlyen Came
you i- Bbmo]

Arthur H
Stereo) (EH JT

Friends Qn
Siereo) X

Star Trek. Voyager' Eqwnox,
PartTwo^(R)X

K

Charlie Rose
II-Stereo) X

NewaX

Newsradio
Star TrekTDeep Space Nine
Retirement X Dax (In Stereo] X

News

Sports-Detroit

-rasieriln
Siereo) X

IFraaieriin
[Siereo) X

STATIONS
Movie: *e'i ,7heteft-HanoWGu'f(i9Se.Wesiflm)Paul
Newman A youtht j Bitty the Kd avenges his employer's death

AMC

Movie. «•'; Taw's TtweeChallenges'('963. Adventure) Jock
Mahoney Tar?an nek» Thailand's royal heir reclaim his throne
Daily Show (Ri Win Ben

COM

Saturday Night Live Bob
Newhart. Desree JT

D:SC

Your New House How to die a
Ddcksclas"* m the Kitchen, (fl)

Wild Discovery An Ar.imal s
Wor>3 The African Elephant' (R)

SportscermK £

Stanley Cup Playoffs Conference Qoaterftnat Game 1 - Teams lo Be Announced, (live) 3X

ESPN

Stan

Hwi

S

femq

Movie: ***'J Mavey (i960. Comedy) James Stewart. Charles
f>a»e A gene iipp»er makes the rrxiros win an rrvtSiOle 'nend

Movie: t* 'Toys"( 1992. Fantasy) Robn Wnfiams. Uchael
Gambon A toymakef foils his relative's pic: to namet *v toys

South Park I

Dn the Inside "Coma^'lR)

Survive III (R)

Marrow Escapes Dangerous
Weather" (R)

Man Show
Beis2emtc"

Daily Show

rVinBen
Stein's Money

On the Inside) "Coma" (R)

Major League Baseball Teams to Be Announced (Live) X

Reel Sports (R) X

HBO

Movie: * • • Bye Bye. Love" (19 5. Comedy) Matthew Modine.
Thiee fathers try to cope with iheir postoworce lives 'PG-13' X

Sopranos Funhouse" [R] {In
5m 1

Oi "Losing Your Appear (fl) (In
Sie^e..; V

Navajo Code Talkers (R)X

US.Marshals
X

Aircraft Carriers L'e aboard a
mooern ai-rjtt carr*r <R) X

Great Ships "The Ironclads (R)

HIST

20th Century News'eei looiage
■Vheels Ol Survival
Ambulance Raong lor Lite |R) ol some of the deadiiesi twisters

National Sports Report

Sports
Geniuses

FS0

sci r.

TLC
TNT

ujalor League
Baseball

List Word

Sliders To Catch a Slider" (R>

In Btetao] "
Home Again

Home Again

(R)

Major League Baseball Cleveland Indians al Oakland Athletes Network Associates Cciis.\

Tales From me Tales From the Tales From ihe rales From the Tjies From ihe Tales From the Eiposjre
Crypl :'
Cypt :
Cry* :
C.ypl i:
Crypt JT
Crypt 1
Eitreme Machines Rockeis
The evolution at rocket engines

m the Heat ol the Night Bo-nty ER ' Sleepless * Chicago (in
Stereo) X
Hunier" (In Siereo) X
-r«ndi or
Lovers 1

USA

:ru«h (In

VH1

i5 30) Behind the MUSIC
54" (R) (In Stereo,

SMtfl

ThaQkfWaar

iitrtmt Machines The worlds
arges! amateur rocket launch

blar Fleet f.[
" ;;-r-sr. bei
cHuture space travel (R)

Search for Alien Planets

:

igure Skating Cnampons on ice Summer rogr From Washmgion. OCX

JAG Scalar" (In Stereo) X

rVaiker. Teias Hanger Fami»y
Matters" (h Stereo)*

Behind the Music Doniy S
Marie" (R) (in Siereo)

3ivis 2000 A Tribute to Diana Ross Performances by Manah
^arey FaihHiU Donna Summer and Dana Ross (R) [in Stereo)
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God hates everyone equally PEOPLE
on the stre
street

*

For the pas! couple of years I
have seen a recurring message on
the evening news carried by various
protesters. Written in violent shades
of marker and paint, their signs say.
"God Hates Fags."
This caught me by surprise the
first time I saw it. I wasn't aware
that God hated anybody. But once I
became enlightened. I pulled out the
old notebook and decided to re-wire
my religious beliefs on the spot.
The first question that came to
mind was. "If God hates fags,
chances are good that He hates other
people too. But who?" 1 decided to
make a list.
God Hales Jews:
God must spend hordes of time
hating the Jewish people because
they don't believe that Jesus is His
son, and went and killed him on lop
C/fit. It doesn't matter that Jesus was
a Jew. After all. Jesus was just a
(nodest carpenter-cum-dogmatic
orator who never economically
threatened anyone, and certainly
believed himself to be the Messiah.
And remember how good old Jesus
went around with signs hating people?
Those were the days. But the rest
of the Jews have the nerve to be productive and influential in ways that
misrepresent their actual numbers in
!very country they occupy around
he globe. Boy. does God find that
kort of behavior unforgivable.
I God Hates Black People:
God doesn't have to think too
lard about why He hates black people; that's easy: it's because they
ren't white. It's not that he didn't
reate them too. but there's no point
n thinking too hard about that
ither. Obviously He created them
or the purpose of slavery and to

!
populate the underclass. You know
how much God enjoys watching
people suffer.
God Hates Indians:
We'll just lump the American
Indians and the Indians together —
what does it matter? God hates them
both because neither believes in
Jesus, as a collective group, and few
have become the heads of formidable corporate entities that serve the
backbone of every civilized society.
The American Indians have the
nerve to continue living quiet lives
on their large-scale internment
camps. The Indians from India have
the nerve to populate the math and
science programs that should belong
to white people if only they got
higher SAT scores.
The fact that they don't is the
fault of India as a nation. You can
see how God punished that behavior
by making them have lots and lots of
babies. Ha ha ha.
God Hates Women:
You'll notice we're rarely mentioned in the Bible, except when sex
or rules are involved. We're cither at
the beginning or end of half the
"Thou shalt nots." and deserve to be
there too. We're an incorrigible,
childish gender that has a fat lot of

nerve to step out of our corsets, raise
our voices and get jobs. After all
that time God spent inventing the
bustle and hoop skirt too—He wonders why He even bothered.
God wishes he had never given
us vocal chords or brains or a stake
in that "free moral agency" pact. He
spends every day except Sunday
kicking himself for it.
God Hates Catholics:
God marches around carrying a
mallet just for the Catholics, who
keep right on respecting and blessing the Pope as if they didn't know
any better. "Damn sentimental
papists." God's always muttering
bitterly before taking another swig
of gin. "Statues, beads, political
aspirations." he'll say. "JFK
deserved what he got."
God Hates tin Entire Republic
of Ireland:
Other than the predominant
Catholics, God isn't sure why He
hates the Republic of Ireland. He
just knows how much He enjoyed
that potato famine and all the war.
He also likes to read Frank
McCourt's "Angela's Ashes" and
laugh sadistically. "Ha ha." he'll
cry. "Another child succumbs to the
consumption!
This is just too
good!"
God Hates the Mormons:
Those Mormons just rankle God
all night long so that sometimes He
has to get up and kick His dog.
Moses. He once saw an unflattering
picture of Himself portrayed as a ray
of light in the Book of Mormon and
never forgave them.
"My radiance is more a subtle
shade of buttercup than that cheap,
shocking yellow they used on page
234 here. This is just too much."
and he huffed away to add them to
the list.

God Hates Oprah:
Oprah is both black and a
woman, and yet somehow defied her
place in the world to become both
powerful and influential. Worse.
God finds the Book of the Month
Club very annoying. In most of the
books she chooses, people are suffering. While God does enjoy
watching people suffer. He began to
recognize a theme halfway through
the selection. As he read about
another little girl getting raped, he
said. "What're they trying to say —
that there's something wrong with
this?"
God Hates Mother Theresa:
Mother Theresa was Catholic, of
course, and a little too sappy for His
tastes. "Look at her now. wiping the
snotty nose of another poor kid." He
was always griping. "That's disgusting. She's the first one I'm
sending straight to Hell."

The only people God seems to
really like. I decided, arc the pushy,
self-righteous, loud-mouthed, white
and presumably heterosexual people
on TV bearing signs of hate.
Now that's just the sort of allpowerful entity I want as a moral
guide. But (here's just one hitch.
While it's much more pleasant when
God hates other people. I can't help
but notice I'm a woman. I've also
sprung from the sinful loins of both
Catholics and Mormons. And I've
read several of Oprah's Books of the
Month.
So I'm not sure, but I think if God
hates fags. He probably hates me
too.

Question: How long did you wait for Bush/Moby tickets,
and why?

Doug Niemiec
Junior
Marketing
"All day and all
night long."

Allison Schneider
Junior
Elementary Education
Thirteen hours,
because it's BG;
what else is there
to do?"

Jenn Thomas
Junior
Special Education
"Thirteen hours,
because my
friends made me,
and I was cranky."

Michael Taliano
Junior
Education
"1 didn't wait, I
had some Rirl get
my ticket."

Heather Croy
Junior
Elementary
Education
Thirteen hours,
to piss Jenn off."

Michelle Reiier is a BG News
columnist. She can be con/acted al
reitermUPbgnet. b/jsu. cdu

Pokemon control communities
Tire slashing bandit:
get a life
r The recent sprees of tire slashings
ire really pissing me off. I know the
person responsible probably is not
going to read this because they obvieusly see no point in doing productve things like reading a newspaper,
but regardless, here goes nothing. I
think I can speak on behalf of the
entire campus and community when
I say. whoever is out slashing
(ires stop and get a life.
In the most recent spree of stupidity, my roommate and close
friend had their tires slashed while
parked in my driveway. Instead of
enjoying a Friday afternoon, they
Ipent the entire day filing police
reports, having (heir cars towed and
Jeplacing their tires.
• (Oh, by the wray. none of this was
free)
I One hundred cars vandalized in
\wo weeks. All I can ask myself is
•'Why would someone do this?" I
im not condoning acts of vandalism
pecause of revenge, but at least with
that
• there is a reason behind the
madness.
. The idiot who is out doing these
Jire slashings has no reason. They
lire just committing senseless
crimes. I guess whoever is doing this
i- getting a kick out of it. Getting a
Jiick out of deflating tire after
lire...maybe it's just me but I cannot
•ecm to understand the fun in that
£ Personally. I would rather sit and
Jvatch USG meetings on BG 24 all
Jlay long than go out and waste my
Jime destroying other people's prop-

erty. Whoever is doing this needs to this...you can also get a life, because
get a life or just get the hell out of this is not the kind of thing you
BG. We do not need you here to dis- cover up. I know we have always
rupt innocent people's lives every been taught not to tattle tale but the
weekend.
lire slashing bandit deserves it and
We all have too much other stuff just think what you could do with
do to than waste our time because $1,000.
you obviously are bored and lack a
For all of you that have had your
conscience. Honestly, if you really tires slashed: I know you are angry.
just enjoy the satisfying feeling you Angry that because of some asshole
are getting from letting air out of you had to waste your time and
tires, e-mail me and I will personal- money for nothing. Even though you
ly bring you car tires so you can sit may be angry, do not seek revenge
around this weekend and slash tires on anyone else. Nobody needs to
all night long. (That sounds like so sink to the level of the tire slashing
much fun I may just skip the party I bandit. Instead focus all your anger
am planning on going to Saturday on finding the person or persons
night.)
responsible.
So w'hy are you doing this'.' I
Hopefully the police find him
know people complain that there is before anyone else because it would
nothing to do in BG. but I can defi- be such a shame to see the bandit
antly find things to do other than caught in action by one of the people
vandalizing people's cars. Like I he/she victimized. A shame if you
said before, if this town is that bor- don't enjoy a good ass beating here
ing to you. get out...you will not be and there.
missed.
Tire slashing bandit, whoever and
To the tire slashing bandit-I have wherever you are. I leave you with
some advice for you. STOP. You this: Life is a great thing and a thing
will be caught if you think you can to enjoy. I love mine and everything
do this weekend after weekend. Of about it.
course. I doubt that you have the
You on the other hand do not
sense in your head to realize this. seem to enjoy life, considering you
Even if you don't stop. I am sure find pleasure in ruining other peosomeone you know will turn you in ples. So either stop this madness or
soon. Especially considering Crime take whatever tool \ou are using to
Stoppers is offering a $1,000 reward commit these crimes, throw it at a
for any information leading to your map. move there, and get a life. Just
arrest.
leave BG out of it.
That's right, everyone, $1,000
That would be a nice addition to
Stefanie Sizcmorc
my bank account just for turning in
sizems@bgnet bgsu.edu
some jerk who deserves it. If anyone
out there knows who is doing
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Pokemon is the devil! Shut your
mouth fool! Pokemon is not the
devil; it is only a fantasy. If Pokemon is the devil, then Ronald
McDonald is too.
Brian, what the hell are you
smoking? I am not smoking anything, it is the damn people who take
things too seriously and actually
think that Pokemon is an evil cull
Yes, they can be damn annoying and
all. but they do not control our
thoughts. This is basically like the
argument on video games controlling minds. Don't blame the object,
blame the living thing.
Pokemon are global superstars
from Japan, and the word is short for
pocket monster.
I see Pokemon as deformed
plants, animals, and various other
objects that have certain superpowers. The very popular Pikachu is
basically a deformed or mutated yellow squirrel that has power to zap.
Now think about that, how many
mutated yellow squirrels do you see
in the world besides the dozen in the
Bowling Green parks?
Then there is always a dog that
spits out fire or a bird that causes a
blizzard. Wake up people, this is
obvious imagination. Try this on for
size, a turtle with pipes coming out
of it that shoot high amounts of
water. If this actually happens, then
other things like Star Wars must be
real too. There ain't no thang like a
chicken wing in a g-string.
The only bad things a Pokemon
does in its imaginative world is that
it can put other Pokemon to sleep,
paralyze it, confuse it. or poison it.
This sounds like the business world.
A company can do certain things to
stop or slow down another business,
which would be like paralyzing or
pulling it to sleep. A company could
mess up another company's plans
which would be like poisoning or
confusing that other company.
According to a website. Pokemon
has a mission. The mission is to pro-

duce a seductive image, which is lo
"Become a Pokemon Master." I say
that this would fit in as a CEO.
The second part of the mission is
a tempting promise of supernatural
power. In the business world evolving instantly can come from a merger or a new technology can be a
superpower.
The third part is a new objective
which is to keep collecting Pokemon
and the fourth pan is goita catch
them all. These last two parts can be
set in a business aspect by saying
that a company is gonna take over
other companies until they have
them all. In this aspect, this would
be called a monopoly. I wonder if
this makes Bill Gates evil, decide lor
yourself.
Why should we worry about an
imaginative world being evil if we
can't even keep our real world from
being evil? What are we supposed to
do. ban imagination, fantasy, and
creation'.' Are we supposed to be
mindless carcasses and be controlled
by a chain of command? Are we to
be an individual or just one collective?
Well if you aren't down with
being your own person then I got
two words for you, "Suck It!" We
have this great gift of thinking on an
individual basis, but yet no matter
what we do. our individuality is
looked upon as evil. We have a right
to believe in our own god because

who has actual evidence of their god
being the only and right god? If we
can't use our minds then we might
as well quit living; we'll just die out.
We must keep going on or our existence will die out much sooner.
A world without imagination,
fantasy, and creation would also hinder one's thought processes. You
might as well eliminate art and
design without those very important
aspects. We as a human race might
as well he in a vegetative state
because we wouldn't be able to do a
hardy liar thing
Here arc a few far-sided stories
about Pokemon. The first is about a
12 year-old boy who had nightmares
and sleeping problems until he
burned his Pokemon cards and
returned his gameboy game. A second story is that a nine-year-old boy
stole seven dollars from his mom's
purse and said that he heard the devil
urge him to do it. He then burned his
cards.
Burning things is the answer,
isn't it. only if the devil told you to
do it! Burn. Burn, and Burn! Is the
devil behind every damn thing we
have a problem with? The devil is
just a scapegoat.
What I got from that anti-Pokemon website is that even our own
Freddie and Frieda Falcon are tools
of the devil. I guess we should get
rid of our mascot right? No, screw
the people who made that dumb
website, they just don't want to
allow for fun. They must think fun is
also a tool for the devil.
Pokemon is not evil, but limiting
our mind power is. We should be
more creative and expressive. No
devil controls us. stupid people just
make us think a so-called devil does.
Brian Ranzcnhcrgcr writes for
The BO News as an opinion coluinnisl and will sell ytnt a mutated yellow squirrel, contact him at drani
mal7@iollegeelub.com
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Gang activity in BG not a problem, officials say
KIMBERLY DUPPS
STAFF WRITER

Gang activity is a problem that
has infiltrated every town in the
United States, and Bowling Green is
not exempt.
"There are gangs in every town in
the country," said Detective Doug
Allen, a member of the Toledo Gang
Squad.
However, the gang problems that
are faced by the City of Bowling
Green are not as serious as those
faced by larger cities, such as
Detroit and Toledo.
Detective Allen said that places
with larger populations are going to
see more gang activity than a smaller town such as Bowling Green.
A web site about gang violence
said "the root causes of violent street
gang formation are poverty, stressed
families, unemployment, underemployment,
under-education.
racism and the breakdown of sociocultural institutions."
Bowling Green is not plagued by
such problems, the unemployment
rate of the city is four percent and
more than 80 percent of students
graduate from Bowling Green High

School.

Low unemployment and high
graduation rates are not the only factors preventing gang activity from
occurring in Bowling Green.
According to Shawn McElroy.
director of of Youth Violence Prevention for the Wood County Prosecutor's office, local officials have
taken an active role in undermining
gang formation.
"We are not letting the kids organize," McElroy said. "We are trying
to let them know that it Igang activity] is not a. jptable."
The Youin Violence Prevention
program has a diversion program
that aids them in preventing gang
organization of youths in Bowling
Green.
"Once a youth is identified to
participate in some kind of gang
activity, we will explore it with the
youth. |This includes) how involved
they are and the consequences of
their involvement." McElroy said.
The diversion program also
allows the youth to feel like they

belong to something, which is why
youth often join gangs, according to
Art Blajos. a former gang member.
The diversion program allows the
youth to become involved in the
Wood County Youth Olympics,
which allows them to see that there
are things you can do without being
violent.
The gang activity that McElroy
has seen with youth in Bowling
Green is usually considered low-key
and not very violent.
"They are not entrenched in gang
activity." but merely "experimentiig"
"The youth might wear colors, do
graffiti at school and sometimes at
local businesses." he said.
The colors that the youth in
schools are wearing represent gangs
called the Bloods, and the Crypts,
which are based in Los Angeles, and
two organizations known as "folk
nations." which originate from
Chicago.
Although youth may be wearing
the gang-specific colors, they may
not be directly identifying with one
of the four groups. McElroy said.
"We have kids who affiliate with
made-up names," McElroy said. "A
lot of times they will stick with the
normal identifiers, such as colors
and type and body position of symbols they use. but they will come up
with a different name."
When youths do identify with
some aspect of a gang, there is a
potential for violence to occur,
according to McElroy.
"Anytime you have two youths
that affiliate with opposing groups,
there is a potential for violence." he
said. "There is going to be the possibility that they are going to want to
fight each other."
However, fighting and graffiti are
about the only problems that Bowling Green faces.
McElroy said that Wood County
and Bowling Green are lucky in that
they are not faced with drive-by
shootings and other serious gangrelated violence.
Drive-by shootings are being
seen in Toledo, though. Detective
Allen said that at one point Toledo
was seeing a lot of drive-by shootings, but not so much any more.

Cameron Russell, a manager at
Uptown/Downtown, said gang problems were a reason for stopping
"hip-hop night" at the club, but the
gang problems were not associated
with Bowling Green gang members.
"Fights were occurring on a more
regular basis." Russell said. "It was
out-of-town people that come in for
the weekend and feel that they have
a license to do whatever they want.
They don't feel that there will be any
repercussions for what they are
doing."
Shawn McElroy said that it is
possible for gangs from major cities
near Bowling Green to come into
the city and cause problems.
"Bowling Green is right off a
major interstate and there is a lot of
criminal activity that comes along
1-75 and 1-80/90." McElroy said.
However. Detective Allen said
that is highly unlikely that gang
members from another town would
come into Bowling Green and cause
problems. He said that a gang from
West Toledo would not even put up
graffiti in East Toledo.
"It's not Toledo coming to Bowling Green." Detective Allen said.
"It's not their territory."
Toledo gangs, and gangs in the
Midwest in general, are not as territorial as gangs in Los Angeles and
Chicago, but Midwest gangs do
maintain a certain amount of territorality. Therefore, gang activity
occurring in Bowling Green is a
result of gangs in the city.
The gang activity in Bowling
Green is minor, however. According
to Fred West, security supervisor at
Woodland Mall, the mall has only
been affected by gangs in the form
of graffiti.
"We had it on two doors and
garbage cans." West said. "We took
pictures of it and then removed it."
Woodland Mall has not had any
gang problems since the graffiti.
which occurred about a year ago.
West did say that he has seen gang
graffiti around Bowling Green.
specifically at the Pharm and
Krogers.
Sid Morns, manager at Krogers.
said that any gang graffiti at Krogers
has not been a recent problem.
Managers at the Pharm refused to
comment

Bowling Green may be facing
gang problems beyond gang graffiti
and fighting at Uptown/Downtown.
"There is a fifth gang being
developed called the Mexican
Mafia." Detective Allen said. "It is
being seen in the suburbs of Toledo."
McElroy said that Wood County
has seen some activity from the
Mexican Mafia, as well.
"We have had some incidents
with lagging that may have been
related to the Mexican Mafia."
McElroy said.
The Mexican Mafia is a gang
associated with California and
Texas.
Detective Allen said that they are
coming up from the Southwest United States as migrant workers.
"Gang members who end up
serving time in jail as adults often
graduate to the toughest gang of all:
the Mexican Mafia, a prison based
gang that controls drug sales in San
Antonio," said Audrey Duff, a
reporter for the Texas Monthly.
An account of an alleged former
member of the Mexican Mafia
found on the Internet said that every
member of the Mexican Mafia has
killed someone; it's a part of the initiation.
McElroy said that Wood County
has been fortunate to not have faced
with the serious violence characterized by the Mexican Mafia.
He doesn't believe that is going
to be a problem in the near future,
but Detective Allen said that it could
become a problem anywhere in
rv.ithwest Ohio.
The Wood County Prosecutor's
office is working hard to prevent
such a problem.
"We are preventing any chronic
issue of gang problems in Wood
County," McElroy said.
If any serious gang problems
were to arise. McElroy said that the
prosecutor's office wants the community to know that they are working to maintain a safe community.
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Compiled by Stefanie Sizemore
City Police Blotter
Friday:
More than 40 vehicles had their
tires slashed around the areas of Stale
Street and East Wooster.
Stacy Williams. Bowling Green,
was cited for speeding on South Main
Street.
A male student from the CRC was
charged with disorderly conduct after
he threw a chair up against a desk and
broke it.
A black lab was found on Kensington Boulevard.
A car stereo was found under a
bush on Stale Street.
Brad Bucksy. Bowling Green, was
cited for underage consumption and
furnishing alcohol to minors in the 300
block of Parkview
Chris Drake. Wesley Fleming,
Leslie Lemmerbrock and Paul Hartzler, all from Bowling Green, were
cited for underage consumption in the
300 block of Parkview.
Julie Dake. Toledo, was cited for
going die wrong way down a one way
lane in Lot 4.
Saturday:
Tach Keeton, Wesilake, was cited
for public urination on North Prospect.
Philip Kopp. Canton, was cited for
open container on the comer of Ridge
and North Enterprise.
Andrew Wasserman. Helena, was
cited for public urination in Lot I.
Clinton Schwartz, Maumee. was
cited for public urination in Lot 2.
Mike Combs. Fostoria. was cited
for public urination in Lot 1.
Adam Henson, Bryan, was cited
for public urination in Lot 1.
Stephen Adamski, Bowling Green,
was cited for public urination in Lot 1.
Craig Knapkc. Maria Stein, was
cited for public urination in Lot 1.
A fight was reported from The
Junction.
Dan Mead,: cfiance, was cited for
disorderly concu.t in the 200 block of
Mercer.
Kurt Knapke. Maria Stein, was
cited for open container on Clough
Street.
A vehicle was reported ransacked
in the 300 block of South Summit.
John Lowry. Bowling Green, was
arrested for possession of marijuana,
less than 100 grams.
A vehicle in the 500 block of East
Merry had its windshield smashed.
A vehicle in the Foodtown parking
lot had three key marks made on the
right-rear panel

A residence from Sixth Street
reported that someone punched their
mailbox and smashed it into pieces.
Kelli Casdorph. Weston. was cited
for theft after being caught on videotape stealing laundry from Kirk's Coin
Laundry.
A fight was reported at Howard's
Club
Nickolas Smith, Portage, was cited
for open container and underage possession on North Enterprise.
Troy Wagner, Bowling Green, was
cited for open container and underage
Eisession in the 200 block of North
lerprise.
Amber Dougherty, Miamisburg.
Christine Dunson, Sidney, Alexandria
Chancy. Piqua. were all cited for littering on the comer of East Merry and
North Enterprise.
Andrew Veryser, Bowling Green,
was cited for furnishing beer to a person under the age of 21.
Holly Stott, Grand Rapids, was
cited for underage possession on East
Merry Street.
Manhew Bishop. Vermilion, was
cited for open container and underage
possession of alcohol on North Enterprise.
Sunday:
Joe Jackson. Strongsville. was
cited for public urination on East
Merry Street.
Tracy Appelhans. Pemberville. was
cited for littering on private property
on North Ridge Street.
Kendra Dudas, Parma. Amber
Greenleaf. Parma. Britney Puzzinello.
Westlake. were all cited for littering on
East Merry.
A male called his girlfriend from
Checkers stating that there was someone threatening to shoot him. When
police arrived they did not find anyone
with a gun.
Ross Burke. Lorain, was cited for
an open container when he was caught
holding a glass of beer on the sidewalk
on North Enterprise.
A woman from Ridge Stieet
requested extra patrols after she saw
two subjects enter her yard and urinate
on her porch.
Jesse Hale, Bowling Green, was
cited for disorderly conduct after she
slammed a door on a policeman to prevent entry.
Brent Ryman, Bowling Green, was
cited for furnishing alcohol to a minor
on East Merry Street.
Kyle Ryman. Tiffin, was cited for
underage possession and possession of
an ID of another.
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And if that's not enough, get your Bonus Plus
This colorful, generous bag goes from the beach to the market.
Perennial Favourites and our bonus bag
are yours with any $35 Clinique purchase.
May we suggest: Clinique 3-Step Skmcare System, 29.50
OR Clinique Happy 1.7 oz. perfume spray, $35
One gift per customer, while supplies last

CLINIQUE
clarifying
lotion2

Allergy tested 100% liagrance

Take
10% off
every purchase, the lirst day v°u open
Elder-Beorman instant credit account'
Some ciciuvoo* aopi* Sublet lo cecM MO"**
AH

WHAT YOU WANT
WOODLAND MALL • BOWLING GREEN

SHOP BY PHONE!
1-800-BEERMAN. 1-800-233-7626.
Dayton call 224-1000

SHOP TODAY 8AM-10PM Shop by phone 1-800-BEERMAN (1-800-233-7626) -OR visit us on the Internet 9wwwelder-beerman com

**».
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Regulators defend lowpower plan to broadcasters
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Associated Press Photo
PROTEST — A student walks in front of Government Palace with a poster saying "Let's defeat dictatorship" and "No vote for fraud
2000" during a protest against Fujimori's reelection bid.

Peruvians suspicious after recent election
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

LIMA. Peru — Fraud was on the
lips of Peruvians in the capital
streets after election officials said
President Alberto Fujimori was just
shy of the majority of votes needed
to win a third term.
The government was manipulating it all from ihe start, sending us
out to vote as if we were marionettes
when they had it all planned, a giant
fraud." said Carolina Hcrrcra. a special education teacher in a poor
Lima neighborhood.

Officials said Tuesday that with
77 percent of the ballots counted,
Fujimori had 49.85 percent, compared to Alejandro Toledo's 40.41.
Exit polls and unofficial vote tallies
by independent monitors after Sunday's election indicated Fujimori
would receive less support than he
did and not reach the SO percent plus
one vote needed to avoid a runoff.
The first results were made public Monday at midday, more than 12
hours later than election officials
had promised, prompting suspicion

of dirty play.
" i hey took too long to count the
ballots," said Renzo Lopez, a 28year-old manager of a food wholesale company. "That delay gave
them the time to manipulate the
numbers."
Those suspicions exploded in a
violent protest by some 4.000 people
outside the presidential palace early
Monday. Later in the day, Peruvians
huddled in large groups in the main
plaza across from the palace debating whether the fix was already in.

Fujimori rejected the findings of
the exit polls and election monitors,
but Toledo said that the electoral
process had lost all credibility.
Toledo said his political group
would refuse to recognize the election board's final count "no matter
what the outcome." The vole was
expected to continue filtering in during the week.
Opinion polls had showed a
majority of Peruvians believed fraud
would play a part in the election
going into Sunday's ballot.

LAS VEGAS — It started out
with what regulators thought was a
simple way to squeeze more voices
into increasingly consolidated airwaves: Mini-radio stations that
could cover several miles at a lime
to serve up local news, sports and
music.
The plan by the Federal Communications Commission to authorize
hundreds of low-power FM stations
rankled a formidable opponent —
the nation's commercial broadcasters. As the industry gathers here for
its annual meeting, undoing the
FCC's action is high on its agenda.
"I don't know what's fuzzier, the
static from low-power FM or the
FCC's thinking on the issue." said
Edward Fritts. head of the National
Association of Broadcasters.
FCC Chairman Bill Kennard, the
driving force behind low-power
radio, took the stage here Tuesday
and chided the industry for trying to
derail the initiative.
"Why in the midst of all this
eppo tunity for broadcasters have
>cu chosen to muster your considerable resources in Washington and
around the country to deny churches
and schools and community-based
organizations just a little piece of the
broadcast pie?" Kennard said.
He also questioned why the
group had "squandered its goodwill
al the FCC" in its battle against lowpower. Kennard offered to work
with the industry to address its concerns but stressed the new service
would not cause harmful interference with existing FM stations.
Commercial broadcasters disagree and say that the new, lowpower stations would ruin 'he
integrity of the FM channel. They
have galvanized support on Capitol
Kill, where legislation that would
curtail the number of low-power stations the FCC could license is winding through the House. Floor action
could come this week.
The bill boosts the interference
protections between neighboring
channels from what the FCC had
authorized and requires the commission to set up an experimental pro-

gram in nine markets to see what
would happen if those protections
were relaxed.
FCC officials have asserted that
they took a conservative approach in
deciding to create the low-power
service, and that they provided
ample protection to existing stations.
They also say that increasing the
buffers between stations means that
there would be up to one-third fewer
stations licensed. A market like Indianapolis would have had nine stations under the commission plan, but
none under the legislation, according to the agency.
The measure has drawn the backing of some surprising allies, like
National Public Radio. Because
most public radio stations arc more
lightly packed togelhcr and have
restrictions on Ihcir power level.
Ihey arc more vulnerable to interference, said NPR president Kevin
Klose. The group also is concerned
that the km power stations might
inlerfere with reading services for
the blind that are carried on subcarricr channels.
And local broadcasters meeting
here have their own worries.
Thomas Young, who operates an
AM and FM station in Napa Valley.
40 miles outside of San Francisco,
said some broadcasters are leery
because of bad experiences wich
pirate radio. Even though the FCC
has set restrictions on who is eligible
for the stations, "we of course are
nervous about what it means."
Addressing Ihe transition from
analog to digital TV. which stations
must complete by 2006. Kennard
pushed aside (he idea floated by
some broadcaslcrs of pushing back
the deadline.
"Delay is simply not an option."
Kennard told Ihe group. The transition "will happen as sure as day follows night."
Fritts said broadcasters are making investments to upgrade their stations lo digital without any assurances lhal their digital signals will
be carried by cable companies on
those systems or that the quality of
digital TV scls on ihe market will
improve.

"Pretty tasty
otes aren't
they?"

LectuRe noTes . review & exam preparation . study gROups
(AmonG otHer acAdemic tReaTS)
-always (1440.365) open-

VErsiTV
■com

Where to go when you need to know.
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I Man cleared of rape,
brother implicated
i MI

ASSOCUIED PRESS

NEW ORLEANS — When
Clyde and Mario Charles left a
house I1) years ago, the) said they
hitchhiked in different directions
down a road in the heart of south
Louisiana's bayou country.
Their lues — like Iheir paths
went in opposite directions that
night.
Clyde Charles was accused of
raping a nurse whose cai had broken
down a short distance away. He was
convicted and spent most of the next
two decades in prison
Mario
Charles was not charged in the
crime.
Clyde
Charles
consistently
protested his innocence and pushed
for DNA testing once the technology
became available. He got help from
New York-based lawyers and PBS'
"Frontline*' investigative TV series.
In December. Clyde, now 47. was
released from the Louisiana State
Penitentiary at Angola aftet DNA
tests showed he could not have committed the crime.
Less than four months later, the
brothers' paths have crossed again:
Authorities say the Same DNA tests
that Clyde Charles had requested

have now implicated Mario.
And on Monday, three days after
Mario Charles' arrest in Virginia loi
the rape, the sheriff of Tenrebonnc
Parish accused Clyde Charles I
knowing his brother committed the
en me.
Clyde Charles "may be innocent
ol the rape, but I feel he knew about
his brother raping that woman," said
Sheriff leny Larpenter. "This thing
could have been resolved 20 years
ago if he would have stepped forward."
Former O.J. Simpson defense
attorney Harry .Scheck. whose New
York-based Innocence Project at
Cardozo Law School helped tree
Clyde Charles, ridiculed Larpenter's
claim
"There's no way in the world he
was covering up for his brother,"
Scheck said in a telephone interview "You don't go about saying
your brother did it if you can't prove
it."
Larpenter said there is enough
evidence to have Clyde Charles
booked with obstruction of justice,
but added that it might not be productive to pursue a charge on a
crime carrying a six-month maximum jail sentence.

Associated Press Photo

HIDDEN — Mario Charles hides his face with his coat as he is led through New Orleans International Airport on Monday. Charles
was arrested Friday on charges that he allegedly raped a 26-year-old woman in 1981.

Museum identifies plundered paintings
THK ASS& nil

[I I'KISS

BOSTON
•Portrait ol a Man
and Woman in an Interior." a centuries-old painting bj Dutch artist
Eglon van dcr Neer, has hung in the
Museum of Line Arts lor ne.uly six
decades
On Monday, the Boston museum
said that the painting, alone with six
othei European pieces ol all it owns.
may have been plundered from iheu
rightful owners by the Nazis during
World War II.
The museum has posted photographs of the paintings on its Web
sue in hopes the public will help fill
in the blanks of their ownership history to help determine it they indeed
represent looted ait
"We are offering worldwide
access to these paintings and hope

that others with information on their
lii-tones will come forward," said
Malcolm Rogers, the museum's
director, "Filling the gaps in the
provenance ol these paintings could
assist in the identification and restitution ol Aorks that may have been
looted during the Holocaust and
World War II."
The museum is the latest to publicly identify art possibly siolen by
Nazis
The National Museum Dire.
Conference in Britain placed 350
questionable paintings on the Intel
net last month On Monday, the German government posted online its
i osi An Internet Database — a listing ol J.2(X) objects that may have
been taken during World War II.
Three other major museums —
ihe J Paul Getty Museum in Los

Still Looking For Next Year?

Angeles, the Chicago An Institute
and the Metropolitan Museum ol Art
in New York City — soon are
expected to tollow suit and identify
questionable paintings in their collections.
The photographs ol he paintings
are accompanied on ihe museum's
Web site by the most recent research
on their past. Museum officials said
although gaps in a piece's hisiory
,ue common, these particulai paintings raised questions because of
when or where they were obtained,
oi because ot then previous owners
weie implicated in looting art.
The van der Neei work, for
example, was in Paris until 1845
when it was sold to a Brussels collector. In I861 it returned to France
through its sale to a Parisian.

Earn & Learn
Job Fair

NEWIWE
Rentals

843 Sixth St. #4,6,&10:
1wo bedroom unfurnished apartments Inn full
baths. High efficiency gas, heat, antl hot water
Central air conditioning Dishwashers.
Wahscr/drvcr in building Private Parking lot
with ample spaces Resident pays all utilities «4
$455.00 per month tor a 12 month lease
"6&I0 $485.00 per month lor a 12 month lease
#4 S555.00 per month tor a 9 month lease
#6&10 SSS8S 00 tor a 9 month lease

1

<$j

332 S Main St

-

:—-—

-

352-5620

www.newloverealty.com

TOWN HALL MEETING
APRIL

This Saturday, April 15th, 9-1

Mayor Quinn of
Bowling Green is
expected to be in
attendance.

UPS Hub at 1550 Holland Rd., Maumee

■ Tours
■ Speak with UPS
Representatives

12, 7:30

IN

117

OLSCAMP HALL

Town Hall meeting are open-forum, and
provide any BGSU students or Bowling
Green citizen the opportunity to dicuss
community related issues.

^Ff^

(DON'T MISS YOUR OPPORUNITY TO HELP MAKE BOWLING GREEN AND
COMMUNITY OF IDEAS FOR ALL OUR MEMBERS!
SPONSERED BY GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE AND
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT GOVERNMENT)

BGSU

A TRUE

For questions or comments, please contact
Stacey Rude at sprude@bgnet.bgsu.edu or
Don Pryor at epryor@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Find out how you can earn
a great rate & get FREE
tuition assistance!
EARN & LEARN WITH UPS

®
UPS Delivers
Education

• $8.50-$9.50/hour
• Weekends & holidays off www.ups.com
• 3-1/2-5 hour shifts
• Put $23,000 toward your degree
* Can't Make this Job Fair?
There will be another one April 29th, 9-1.

CALL TODAY! 419-891-6820
www.ups.com

Equal Opportunity Employer

student PUBLICATIONS

IMMI m mmms
•
•
•
•
•
•

Summer 2000 BG News Editor
Fall 2000 BG News Editor
2000-2001 Gavel Editor
2000-2001 Key Yearbook Editor
2000-2001 Miscellany Editor
2000-2001 Obsidian Editor

Application forms may
be picked up at 204
West Hall.
Deadline is Thursday,
April 13 at 4 p.m.
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Live, local music to be recorded for album
TONY RECZNIK

m&g The Night,
Modtvl Mcpuso liiuli/A
Something IT
Air The Virgin Suicides I
ralwrrks
Cure Mom//!'
t Kicuun/Elcktra
xiton Disco A- The Halfway To Discoui '
iika lit >p - A.slralworks
■WKMDFMh If. publiVUnivo. ...I
use Designs For Automation

EVTCRTAINMENT EDITOR

Bush and Moby arc not the only
multi-billed live shows in Bowling
Green this week. Thursday through
Saturday there will be an assortment
of artists performing live at Brewsters while being recorded for a
compilation album.
Toad Loaf Records is compiling
its second live album featuring local
bands as well as other prominent
bands from the Midwest. Their first
live compilation took place in April
of 97' and had a great response,
according to Mary McEwen of Toad
Loaf. It was so well regarded that
some of the last album's artist
requested to be on the compilation
again.
Thursday's show is scheduled to
feature BG's own Oriphys. Fledge
and (he Piss Allies
"It's really a good thing." Said
Piss Artist guitarist and MadHaikr
owner. Billy Iianway.
"She [McEwen] reallj goes
above and beyond to archive Hulling Green music history."

Dm Glitterati Jetsel
aiicliu King Of The Road Mamouth
Midnight Vu/tures GefTuntrrscopeS J
ard Top 10
PHOTO PROVIDED

COMPILATION— The Piss Artists are just one of the 11 bands slated to perform this weekend at
Brewsters The show will be part of a compilation CD of local music and the cover will be $2.
Friday's show features Fresh
Water Collins, from Wis.. with Trol(le 9. Fringe and the funkilied. highenergized Sugar Buzz, all from Toledo. Saturday's show ends the Toad
Loaf's recording event with Cleveland's Subtones. Pittsburgh's Wade.

Cleveland's Jimmy Spider and the
Vacancies and BG's Crazy Eddy
headlining.
"It's a very ambitious project."
McEwen said.
"There's going to be something
for everyone, so it should be really

diverse."
The shows and recordings are
scheduled to lake place at Brewsters
I0 p.m. to 2:15 a.m. each night
Thursday through Saturday. They
include artists from around the Midwest.

Bee informed...
Read the BG NEWS

An ortrfen'r eve ?r bigger ♦nan Ws brain...

Looking for something to
enhance your marketability?

1

COUNTY FAIR) OF HEALTH
• Cholesterol Check For $2.00 (with coupon
in the BG News) at the Student Health
Service booth!

Consider pursuing the...
M.S. in Occupational Health
or
Master of Public Health

• Many freebies and give aw ays!

(http: //www. mco. edu/al Ih/mph)

«* Z

• Interactive displays!

For more information contact:
Michael Bisesi, Ph.D.
Medical College of Ohio
Northwest Ohio Consortium for Public Health
(419) 383-4235
mbisesi@mco.edu

THURSDAY, APRll 13, 2000
10.00 AM - 4:00 PM
ANDQPjQON ARENA
Call the Wcllness Connection lor more information at 372-WELL (9355)

TBKt MM Till HICHT DM4I

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■
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SPONSORED
BY:

TMDAY

WAC

"ta Docu M Itaif K A

Slid TAUI

ARE TO DREA'Mv/
SHANNON

4IMUL 12™
PUNK
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Violence against women is a problem tkat all women must face and
W cope witk regardless of class, face, age, or sexual orientation. We ate
saying that violence against women in oiAt culture, and kere in Bowling
C\reen, is a very real and definite problem. By increasing women's and
men's awareness of the extent and nature of trie problem, we intend to
snow tkat changes need to be made in our culture and in our attitudes.
Marck witk us and kelp recognize tluit women run protect themselves
BGSU'S
FEMINIST
and work togetker to instigate cnange. Witk awareness comes strengtk.
ACTIVIST
Women no longer kave to accept violence as an inevitable part of life,
ORGANIZATION nor do we kave to depend on men for protection. Women are not kelpless—eitker in tke face of actual violence, or in remedying tke situation
tkat precipitates violence against women. Fear is not a viable response.
Women will claim tkeir rigkts 24 krs. a day.

MARY KATHERINF GALLAGHER

(

\

» Blood pressure and health screenings
available!
• Raffle prizes every 30 minutes

(http '• //www. mco. edu/allh/pubhealth)

C 2

'N Sync Mi Strings Attached Jive
Santana NU/JI VTU/^<nil Arista .
'•mill, Must Die" .SVu^M^mgplfai'ouiiil
isquo Unleash The MgjraM^Jragoii/
Del Soul
/ »>'•\S.KvV
Drag On Opposite Of //-'Oy,KuH KyuVrs
Dr. I'"' Dr. Die 2(H)! Aftermath
ube War & Peace Vol. 2
Peace Disc) Lench Mob/Best Side
riy' i liild Tl:i Writting^JOa
...j\Vai: Columbia ^jfo *;
, Maxy <■<.' '• On How Life h Epic
10 DMX
\nl Then There Wxs X
W : ... . /Dof.r-m

/\ ) womincnl member of the ;Africo.n ^.mcican ond educational communities in Columbus. Kuln Salles is llu'
enl of numerous awwcls, including flie MOT ^nn Williams Women's LenflersKlp .Award, ond the
luished Service Award, presented by Student Gender and Sexuality Service*, and tK.' Distinguished
stty Enhancement .-NUM.-. I, presented by llu- OSU as Advisor, Study Circles on Racism.

w Hun ta-taii - x
7:00 p.m.

Tke Rally al tr\eT£/\)T (meetattr*a^TowerQ.«^Ur™«"BAanfi6d.BU9.)

WILL.FERRELL

Open Mic - Survivor- Speak-Outs

www.superstormovie.cpm

Members of fke Africana Dance Troupe will perform
Gospel Choir Led by AJatkan McDonald
8.15 p.m.

y

Wednesday 9:15 pm
111 Olscamp
Door Prizes!!
FREE Admission ^

WOMB'S MARCH

9i'l5 p.m.

Posf-marck celebration of Unify, Strength and (Snpowertnent
Solo performance by Habib Jddrisu and call and response?, singing led by tke Ciospel Ckoi
louring
wring me
tke Women
women sb yMarck,
jv\arcn, mei
rnen will meei af 114 Olscamp wkere tkey will respond to
anid discuss issues related to sexual assault led by Logan Brooke, JV\en Against Rape.
I prtnnd* ntlvocolr*

i

'I

MWU^IVMI HV

tvrrunai Jube Oroadwr\

I) M«- Agam.1 Rapt BOSU CouiwUg Ctnl*, Ci Iq Wkio, coordinator. Logon Brookr, anA t u
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SPEAKER
Continued from page 1.
Celli said Benigni's real focus
waj cm the relationship between the
lather and his son.
"Benigni was inspired by his
father's story,'' he said "His father
was sent to a work camp, and later
told him the stories in a way that
wouldn't scare him."
Celli defended Benigni against
the criticism about the lack of realism in "Life is Beautiful," and
Pezzetti responds that most Holocaust stories emphasize the exception.
"Pezzetti said that all films that
have been done were exceptions,"
Celli said.
He named "Europa
l-.uropa," about a Jew who joins the
Hitler youth; "Schindlers List." and

"Escape from Sobibor" as a few of
these.
In the interview. Pezzetti also
said that there were about 50 children found alive in Auschwitz when
the camp was liberated in January
1945. Some had been subjected to
medical experiments by the Nazi
doctors and others had escaped with
comparatively little physical harm.
Also, there were a few stories
about parents who were able to save
their children even though they
themselves perished.
In "Memona." Pezzetti interviews many of the Jewish survivors
of Auschwitz. Celli said the survivors he interviewed, who also
appear in the film, arc cheerful and
have managed to return to ordinary
life without some of the same long-

term problems as other European
Jews.
"They"re life-loving people," he
said. 'There's a guy there who owns
a ball bearing shop, for example. He
doesn't sell anything but ball bearings, just sits there and passes out
the right ones and visits So. I went
to go visit him.
He's just a guy
who's done what he's done and now
wants to sell ball bearings Some of
them live very simple lives."
One of Celli's students said she is
looking forward to seeing "Mcmoria."
"I haven't seen much about the
Holocaust, but it's really interesting," she said.
Having seen "Life is Beautiful,"
she added that if Benigni had followed Pczzetti's advice it would

have changed the

whole movie,

Smoking contributes to a

"Then it would have been like all the
other films made," she said.

woman's risk of heart

"This

disease and stroke, which

made it different."
"Memoria." a 1997 documentary

increases your chance of

that hasn't yet been released in the

seeing doctors. But is that

United States, is realistic. Celli said,
really the kind of date

concentrating on true-life witnesses

you'd like? To learn more.

of the events. It also shows what he
feels is the remarkable difference
between

Italian Jewish survivors

and most survivors.
"I just hope you take a look at

Women who smoke %et

MORE DATES
WITH DOCTORS.

visit www.amencanlteart.org
or call 1-800-AHA-USA1
\im-iiian Hcall
AsNOCKtllnll

some of these people and realize
how funny they are." Celli said.

RAFT
Continued from page 1.
we claimed our rafts and jumped
into our seats.
"Hi. I'm Beverly and I'll be your
river guide for this trip," said the
woman at the rear of my boat, which
contained six other bodies. "I'm
going to be yelling a lot of commands out at you guys fast."
Glancing at the other occupants
of the raft. I felt confident. We were
going to do this.
"Forward!" Beverly yelled.
Yellow paddles seemed to fly
everywhere as we all eagerly
obeyed.
"Stop!" out guide yelled. "Use
your body to help you pull."
Now in sync, we reached our first
rapid, a class II called the Pinball.

"Forward!"
"Right Hack1''
"Stop!"
"Oo!Oo!Go!"
(lashing with the waves as if in
hand to hand combat, our rail twisted and jerked Paddles dug into the
water. Cold river water hit the raft.
showering the two guys in front.

Suddenly a four-fool drop appeared.
Frccfalling. our raft effortlessly hit
the water and glided through the
remaining rapids of the Pinball.
Conquering our first test of skills,
we raised our paddles triumphantly,
and smirked at the other boats
because none of us had fallen out of
the raft.
As the morning continued, we
rode waves in class II - V rapids.
Pumped, some of the rafters took a
detour and jumped off a large rock
into the river. What were they thinking? It was still cold.
Reaching our landing point, we
were greeted with hot chocolate and
a bus nde back to camp.
"My gloves got wet. and my
hands started to go numb, but it was
a lot of fun." said Jen Marvinney.
freshman undecided major.
"We kept fairly warm." said Rich
Torres, sophomore sociology and
film studies major. "I was really
impressed."
Bryan
Cavins,
Recreational
Sports Assistant Director for Outdoor programs— part of the Student
Recreational Center—thought the
trip went really well.

COMMONS ANDCHILY5

"I would never ever have guessed
il'd be snowing, but nobody froze
and everybody was great." Cavins

NORTH DOCK ENTRANCE Will BE
CLOSED BEGINNING APRIL 10,2000
WHILE UNDERCONCTRUCllOK

said.
New to the University as of last
fall, the Outdoor program has sponsored skiing trips, a backpacking trip
on the Florida trail and the whitewater rafting trip to the New River
Gorge. For the trip to New River,
each

person

paid

S90

for

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apts. 215 E. Poe.
Studios. 1 bdrm, laundrv on site.

five hours of rafting.
Hoping to expand the program
over the next couple of semesters.

Starts at $250

Cavins said he is planning more

Call 353-5800

backpacking, repelling, horse-back
riding, mountain biking, and canoeing trips Another while-water raft-

Management Inc.
Heinz Site 72d N Enterprise
1 bdrm. A/C. dishwasher/
garbage disposal. CLOSE TO
CAMPUS Starts at $400

ing trip to the Gauley River. West
Virginia, one of the world's top 10
Whitewater rivers, is in the works for

Call 353-5800

next fall as well.
"Would

I come back'.'" Torres

said. "Yes, yes and yes."

B

»

Oiii'Boginski at 372-1363

CHOOSE ANY 2
• 7" 1 Item pizza
< 5 Huge Breadsticks
> Small Sub
> 10 Wings
• 6 Mozzarella Cheese
Sticks
• 6 Chicken Fingers

1^1^2,0

FOR

$5.25
OR

COLLEGE CAN BE LESS STRESSFUL
WITH A LITTLE EXTRA CASH.
COLLEGE TUITION ASSISTANCE

CLOTHESLINE DISPLAY

UPTO 100%TO STATE RECOGNIZED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY.

MONTGOMERY Gl BILL

APRIL 13TH

TAKE BACK THE NIGHT
MARCH/RALLY

Clock Tower Quadrant
7-m- Rally, 8:15pm-March

STUDENT LOAN REPAYMENT PROGRAM
REPAYMENT UPTO $20,000 IN SELECTED CAREER FIELDS.

APRIL

14

CLOTHESLINE PROJECT

T SHIRT MAKING
Kohl Hall llam-2pm

WORK ONLY 39 DAYS A YEAR
AND

APRIL

EARN COLLEGE CREDITS

APRIL

OHIO AIR NATIONAL GUARD
YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF TO EXPLORE EVERY OPPORTUNITY
CALL (419) 372-2170

Fuel Your Future ^^_^
fP Air National Guard

3

i

17

MOCK RAPE TRIAL

Olscamp 111 7pm-9pra

26

Management Inc.
Slop bv out office Jl 1045 V Main St
for complete listing or (all .!$.<-5800.
« w ». wcnef.orR/-mecca

Cheaper than Tuition...
more fun than Body Piercing
Student ID's

Eurail Passes

Travel Insurance

Beds on a Budget

Special Student Airfares

Adventure Holidays

Round The World Journey

Great Travel Products

2M N MA|N

Clock Tower Area 10am-4pm

RECEIVE UP TO $600.00 PER MONTH.

/SfEfcCA

Not Valid With Any Other Otter • Expires 5/31/00

April
11-13

Starts at $400

FREE DELIVERY
352-5166

Sexual Assault 1
APRIL

Management Inc.
VNillow House 830 Fourth St.,
1 bdrm. Remodeled.

3 / $7.75

Great PIZZA • SUBS • SALADS • BREADSTICKS
Ule only u/e the finesi ingredient/I

KUJi

U

I

'203N.Moin ^SSSS, »"<♦«

6:00 pm- 9:00 am

S

UNIVERSITY
DINING
SERVICES

Open Weekday/ 1 P.m. • lunch fn. •Sat. 'Sun.

Senior 'Prom for Senior Citizens
Thursday, April 20, 2000

G

PLEASE USE SOUTH- L^ ^
EAST PATIO
ENTRANCE.

INCLUDING SEVERAL

wfwwvjrwvji^wwwirjn:

"JtflSp by Jriday, Aprif 14, 2000 to:

Management Inc.
Hillsdale Apts. 1082 Fairview.
Ibdrm. A/C, dishwasher/garbage
disposal Start at $180.
Call 353-5800

the

Help us keep our jobs... read the BG News! ,^M"

"Where - '.Harshman Cafeteria
• Jree.'H
•"Dancing
• "Hefrtshments
• Live "DJ
• 'Door "Prizes
• 'Bring a date or a friend
Crowning of "King and Queen
• "Please wear your favorite formal attire

Management Inc.
FALL OPENINGS

overnight camping trip and four to

Don't forget to register for fall 2000 classes!

"rDance of the (Decades

^fE^CA

CLOTHESLINE PROJECT

T SHIRT MAKING
The Link 6pm-8pm
Spc msored by: Wellness Connection. Student Health Services. Women's
Acl on Coalition, Behavioral Connections. SAIN Program, What Men Need
to Know About Rape Program. CASO.
For more information call Jenn at the Wellness Connection 372-0470

Awareness Month

Book your tickets on-line &

www. statravel. com
^^

Jlappa rDefta cuis/ies to
congra/ula/e /7s newly
/nif/'ateo members.
Jenn Braun
Amber Ehve//
Jen England
Heather Hanlin
Katie Lacher
Lori Merkell
Lisa Ricci
Theresa Tenore

cnoo

I
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Women's soccer

Soccer hires Richards as head coach
BG ATHI.RTIC COMMUNICATIONS

Comerica
Park is close
to heaven
Gianl metallic baseball bals
hover over the stone tigers. The gate
is guarded like a castle, just short of
a moat. It looks like a portal into an
animated baseball paradise.
In front, the names of ex-Tigers
are etched in bricks. Sometime during yesterday's opening day, a
young boy gazed at one of those
bricks, turned to his father and asked
"Daddy, who was Kirk Gibson? Al
Kaline? Hank GreenbergT

BGSU Athletic Director Paul
Krebs has announced that the new
head coach for women's soccer will
be Andy Richards. Richards, 34, just
completed his fifth season at Oregon
Stale University (PAC-10) as assistant women's soccer coach.
A native of Warwick, England,
Richards joins ihe Falcons with a
wealth of experience in not only
intercollegiate soccer, but also in
club, high school, and youth soccer.
For the past two years. Richards has
served as a member of the coaching

staff for the Region IV Olympic
Development Program.
He was also the stale coach for
Ihe 17 year old age group of the Oregon Olympic Development Program. Richards has been heavily
involved with the Corvallis United
Soccer Club for the past four years,
as well.
Prior to his appointment at Oregon State. Richards spent five years
as Ihe Regional Director for Goal
Line Soccer Clinics in Oregon.
Richards taught and coached at the
high school level in England before
moving to the United Stales.

NICK HURM
SPORTS WRITER

The field looks small. But the
420 fool center field fence stretches
into a city that was once great, and is
again striving toward beauty.
It's cozy. Like a winter blanket
securing everyone in its grasp with
warmth and safety It feels like a
home with overpriced beer and luxury boxes.
A ferris wheel in the corner of the
park will one day give fans a view of
the new Lions Stadium, to be built
right across the street, from 10 feet
away.
A carousel in the middle of the
food court features tigers in motion
and kids howling in delight.
Comerica Park is the most beautiful sight these eyes have ever seen.
The green seats blend together to
create a forest of plastic. As my eyes
set on the orangish red clay on the
field that contrasts with the green
grass, old baseball memories flooded back via a new park.
And that is the significance of
Comerica park.

This park is about more than
baseball, as these things always are.
It is culture, memories, smiles, awe.
It is the passing of old tradition
and the birth of new tradition. Years
•from now. we will look back at April
.11. 2000 and remember that Brian
Mohler won the first game at Comerica Park and is the bearer of new
tradition.
Yesterday was Tiger's history.
Chapter after chapter has been written, each one more impressive than
the last and each one adding to the
lore of one of the most storied franchises in sports.
Detroit was the winner yesterday,
not just the baseball learn thai represents it. The skyline overlooking
centerfield begs you lo look and say
to yourself 'This place isn't all bad."
Detroit became a real city yesterday. It became the kind of city with
districts and attractions. It was more
than the rundown hellhole everybody mistakes it for. It was glorious.
And the gales that are manned by
statues of tigers and giant beasts
open their entrances and remind you
that yesterday was a beginning.
For the city, for the Tigers, for the
fans.
Dan Nied is the sports editor for
the BC News. He will resume his
position as a mailman this summer
and has "serious" issues with gun
control.
E—mail
him
at
dnied@bgnet.bgsu. edu

I

highest level, according to Richards,
and with the support of the community and the administration, that is
exactly where he wants to take it.
"We arc going to play an exciting
brand of soccer that the fans will
enjoy," Richards said. "My goal is to
be successful, first, in the MidAmerican Conference, and then in
the nation."
Richards earned his Bachelor of
Education from Sheffield City Polytechnic located in Sheffield, England, in 1989. He received his Master of Education from Oregon State
University in 1997.

Falcons beat Vikings

The concourses are decked with
towers denoting Tigers History. One
for every decade. A picture for every
moment.

Now. with Comerica park, we arc
talking about the future. We are talking about Juan Gonzalez. Hideo
Nomo. We are talking about holding
our grandsons' hands as we tell them
about the greats we saw there.

"This will give me a chance to
evaluate the team to see where we
arc and what we need to do to be
successful," he said.
An avid community member in
Corvallis, Richards is looking forward to being a part of the university and community of Bowling
Green. He and his wife. Carolyn,
found BG to be a very attractive
place to live, and coupled with the
vision and direction of the university and the athletic department, i( was
an opportunity that he could not pass
up. Bowling Green Women's Soccer
has the ability lo compete al the

Baseball

Everything promised of Comerica Park has been delivered.

Last year we talked about the tradition of Tiger Stadium. We talked
about old Tigers that we embraced at
the corner and we remembered holding our grandfathers' hands al our
first games.

"We are very excited to have
Andy Richards as our new women's
soccer coach."
Krebs said. "He
brings a high level of enthusiasm
and a breadth of coaching experience lo our program. He was the
ideal candidate for this position."
Richards will arrive in Bowling
Green this Friday and will travel
with Ihe learn Saturday for their last
competition of the spring season at
Kent Slate. While this is the final
contest, ihe spring practice season
does not come lo a close until April
27th. This time spent with ihe team,
according to Richards, is invaluable.

MIKE LEHMKUHLE/ The BG News
SIMON — Falcon catcher Brad Simon watches a foul ball in yesterday's 3-2 win over Cleveland State. Senior Matt Best connected on the game-winning hit in the eleventh inning yesterday.

The Bowling Green baseball
team scored 33 runs in the last three
games coming into a Tuesday aftcrnix>n affair with Cleveland State.
So it was a little surprising for the
Falcons lo find themselves in an
unfamiliar situation coined "a pitcher's dual "
It took 11 innings for the Falcons
to generate enough offense to come
away winners after solid pitching by
both sides, downing Cleveland State
3-2. The Falcons improved to 14-12I on the season and have won 7 of
their lasl eight games. The pitching
secured the win for the Falcons.
"It was a pretty good college
baseball game," BG head coach
Danny Schmitz said. "The pitching
on both sides did a nice job and both
teams were hauling. We gol the execution when it was needed offensively."
BG senior starting pitcher Joe
Cheney came into the game with I3 record and holding a 5.51 ERA.
Despite not picking up Ihe win,
Cheney had one of his best outings
of the years pitching five innings of
shutout baseball. The Lima native
allowed only four hits on the day,
struck out two and did not walk a
batter. But the pitching seemed to be
contagious on both sides.
One of the reasons Cheney didn't
pick up the win was the solid pitching from his counterpart from
Cleveland State's Matt Gourley.
Gourley was 0-4 on ihe year but didn't pilch like it. He pitched four
innings of scoreless ball allowing
only three hits. Something had to
give.
Finally in the bottom of the I Ith
inning BG saved the best for last.
Senior Matt Best blooped a ball
down the rightficld line with the
bases loaded to end the game and

Softball

SPORTS WRITER

The BG and Ohio Stale Softball
teams combined for eight unearned
runs on eighl errors in yeslerday's
non-league contest.
Unfortunately for the Falcons,
recenl history repeated itself as ihey
committed six and the Buckeyes
took advantage for a 6-2 win. Ohio
Stale improves lo 18-15 overall
while the Falcons fall lo 17-9.
The Falcons are 0-2 in games in
which they commit six errors. Their
season total stands al 64. The win
against Pittsburgh in Virginia has
been the only game where the Falcons did not commit al least one
error.
"We can nol continue lo play this
kind of defense." Falcon coach
Leigh Ross-Shaw said. "One of our
goals this season was to improve our
fielding percentage and this isn't
happening. Physically, we're fine.
Mentally, somehow we can't make
those plays."
Freshman pitcher McKenna
Houle look Ihe loss (5-4). She threw
five innings allowing five hits and
two walks while striking out two
while Andrea Genter pitched the
final two.
"It's frustrating but I have a lot of
confidence in our fielders," Houle
said. "I think it's frustrating because
we all know how good we can be."
Buckeye senior Tom Hileman (45) threw four innings of shutout ball
for the win before Katie Chain
piiched ihe final three innings. Hileman allowed just iwo hits while
striking out two and walking just

1

Senior righthander Mike Muzi
came in on his birthday and made it
a little sweeter by picking up the win
in ihe game. With a runner on third
and only one out. Muzi struck out
ihe nexl two Vikings lo keep CSU
off the scoreboard.
•See BASEBALL, page 12

BG defeats
Western 8-5,
4-2 Monday
PETE STELLA
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The unseasonably strange weather experienced in Bowling Green
last week prevented ihe Falcon baseball team from playing any of their
four scheduled games last weekend.
The doubleheadcr at Western
Michigan, which was scheduled for
Friday, was moved to Monday and
the iwinbill at Central got cancelled
all together. Behind strong pitching
and offense, the Brown and Orange
beat Western 4-2 and 8-5 Monday
afternoon.
The wins give ihe Falcons a 1312-1 overall and 5-1 Mid-American
Conference standing. BG is over the
.500 mark for the first time this season, after starting out 0-5.
According lo BG coach Danny
Schmitz, his learn was jusl happy to
get some games in.
"It was jusl nice lo play again,"
he said. "Mother nature was not on
our side and our guys played well
despite the off time."
Game one saw Falcon ace. junior
pitcher Tony Fontana, retire 21 out
of the 25 batters he faced in his two
hit. complete game win. He struck
out eight and walked two. which
pleased Schmitz.
'Tony was outstanding," Schmitz
said "He was very dominating and
all his pilches were working for him.
He only made one bad pitch, which
resulted in a two-run homerun."
•Sec WIN, page 12

Football

Softball loses 6-2 to Buckeyes
G.MICHAEL GRAHAM

secure the Falcon victory.
"The situation just presented
itself and il happened." Best said. "I
just wanted to hit something hard
and in ihe air to get the guy in from
third. Anytime you get in the situation to score run you have to take
advantage of it."
It was cold and miserable outside
leaving the game spectators nearly
frozen to their seat as ihey waited for
some spark of offense during the
pitching dual. The fans would have
lo wail quite a while as more solid
pitching from both sides held strong.
BG Freshman Deryck Griffith came
on to relieve Cheney and piiched
two innings of no hit baseball allowing only one walk.
Finally the first long anticipated
run came in the bottom of the seventh inning. BG sophomore Nick
Schmidt led off the inning with a
walk. After teammate Tim Newell
laid down a sacrifice bunl to put
Schmidt on second. BG sophomore
Shaun Rice also drew a walk. Freshman Corey Loomis singled loading
up the bases for the Falcons with one
out.
A CSU error of an infield
grounder by Matt Best brought the
first run across the plate. Sophomore
Len Elias would score one more for
BG with a sacrifice fly.
The Vikings answered back in ihe
lop of the eighth with a 2 RBI single
by leadoff batter Mike Lehman to tie
the game up 2-2.

one BG batter.
Overall. Ohio State out-hit BG 65.
The Buckeyes scored three in the
third. Anna Smith walked, then took
third when Holly English reached on
an error. Smith scored when Jennifer
Link bunted her in. All runners were
safe on the play when the Falcon
thirdbaseman hesitated. Link then
scored on a bases-loaded walk
before Renae Weigel scored on a
Kristine Himes single.
"Before the game, we all sit
down and figure out what we're
going to do," Houle said. "So it's
like we come out ready. I don't
know what happens to us once we're
in the game."
Ohio Slate added three more in
its half of Ihe fifth. With two outs.
Rogeanna Holimger reached on an
error. After a Sarah Wesl single,
Hotlingcr scored on another Falcon
error. West later scored on a Chrissy
Fowler single before Himes stole
home to give the Buckeyes a 6-0
advantage.
' "That's how it goes with us,"
Ross-Shaw said. "If someone makes
an error, it's like everyone else lets
up and continues to make errors. I'm
not very happy with that part of our
game."
The Falcons rallied for two in the
fifth when Lynsey Ebel led off by
reaching on a two-base error. Junior
Morgan LaNicca then pinch-ran lor
her. After a Libby Voshell single.
Kandice Machain singled in LaNicca while Jess Jenkins, who ran for
Machain. took second. Jenkins
advanced lo third on an Angie Dom-

ll
>

V

schol flyout and later scored on
another Buckeye error.
Before the fifth. Bowling Green
did not have a runner advance past
second base.
The Falcons travel to Dayton
Thursday for another non-league
contest before hosting Akron for one
game Friday and two Saturday in
Mid-American Conference action.

New system should help
Sahm, coaches in 2000
PETE STELLA
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

With the Orange and Brown
scrimmage just four days away, the
BG football team is working on
ironing out the creases in their program.
Saturday's
game concludes
spring practice for the Falcons,
which have seen positive and negative performances ihe last few
weeks.
Nagging injuries, especially on
Ihe already graduated diminished
offensive line, are one of the main
concerns for coach Gary Blackney.
"The offensive line is still hobbled a little bit and we still lack
some continuity there and thai really
hurts," he said. "I think our skill
people are really good but without
that consistency and continuity up
front, it's hard to move forward."
Blackney is looking for fifth year
senior tackle Eric Gilbo, who tore

his ACL last season, to make a
strong impact this season. According
to Blackney. he has kepi Gilbo out
of a lot of contact drills but he still
goes through the motions.
"We are kind of holding him
out." Blackney said. "With an ACL.
il is usually an 9-12 month recovery
period and he is right at the 8 1/2
month period. What we are trying to
do is not force him into it and I don't
want to see thai thing re-injured."
Wrist Watch
The Falcons have also changed
their play calling techniques for the
2000 season. In the past. BG used
the style of sending players in with
the plays but has switched lo the
new and popular system around college football; giving quarterbacks
wristbands and signaling the formations from the sidelines.
Blackney feels this system will
open things up for the offense.
• See FOOTBALL, page 12

MIKE LEHMKUHLE/ The BG News
OUT — BG senior Carmen Hitterdal checks to see if she is
safe or out. The softball team
lost 6-2 to Ohio State Tuesday.

MIKE LEHMKUHLE/ The BG News
SAHM — Falcon quarterback Andy Sahm barks out the signals
in practice.
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Tuesday's Sports Transaction,
By The Associated Press

BASEBALL

Washington
Garni in-IM.III
y.Indiana
x-CharkMlc
Toronto
Detroit
Milwaukee
Cleveland

W
50
48
45
39
31
31

L
27
29
32
38
46

28

49

5|
44
43
40
38
30

26
33
34
37
39
47

558
.519
494
390

II
13
21

51
60

331
211

25
34 1/2

4Q

Allania
26
Chicago
16
WESTERS CONEERENrE
Mld«eM Dlslslon
W
52
49
48
35
31

s-l'lah
*-San Antonio
'■Minnesota
I'allai
Denver
Houston
Vancouver
Pacific I in 1,mil

Pel
649
.623
584
506
403
403
164

TAMPA BAY DEVIL RAYS—Activated HI Viniiy ( aslill.i Irani It* 15-tla)
disabled list Designated IB Herbert Perry lor assignment

Pet.

5

II
19
19

National league

Baltimore

.133

New York

.500

Boston

429

2 1/2

Toronto

375

3

Tampa Bay

286

31/2

HOUSTON ASTROS—Traded C Paul Baku to die I Umda Mjilini lot cjsh
and a player to be named Promoted IM luliolaigo from New Orleawol Hue Is I
LOS ANGF.I.ES DODGERS—Placed RHP Gregg Olson on the IS d.11 iln
abledlitl Recalled LHP Jeff Williams from Albuquerque of the it I
NEW YORK METS—Signed INI Rafael Bournigal in .1 minor league ,0.1
tract and assigned him to Norfolk of the International Lcagssf Rctencd IM
Domingo Cede no

Central Division

662
571

BASKETBALL
W

Pet.

Cleveland

5

.714

Kansas City

5

625

Chicago

4

571

Minnesota

3

333

Detroit

NBA BOARD OF GOVERNORS—Approved the sale ol the Vaacouvet (.11/
jlies to Michael Hcisley
DALLAS MAVERICKS—Signed G I Kodrick Rhodes to. the remainder of
the season Placed F Bruno Sundov on the injured list
FOOTBALL
NFL—Suspended Baltimore DT l-arry Webslet indefinitely for violating the

286

league's akohol and substance abuse policy
PHILADELPHIA EAGLES—Signed IB Luther Broughion and I II bran

L
25
28
2°
41
46

31
21

I >tHUM linl named ■"layer of Hit Week
Bowling (iiccn Sluts: Univcfsily junior AIIJJIC Domschol h.is tveen named Ihu Mid-American Conference
Softball Player ol the Week, ihe league office has
announced
Domschot, a second baseman, h.med t>25. With live
Inls in ctjiln .11 bats, as the Falcons vvcnl 2-0 lasl vseek
BGSU wsepl a Wednesday (April 5) doublehcadof al
Detroit, winning hy scores of 5-3 and 8-6. Domschot
had a slugging percentage of I.CKXJ m ihe ivw> garnet,
as three ol hei ine hits were doubles. She had a pair of
niulliple-hil games, going VI'or-4 wilh a pan of doubles in Ihe opener and 2-lor-4 wilh a two-bagger in Ihe
nighltap. She scored a run in each game
On Ihe year. Domschot is hilling .30} vs. nil 20 runs
scored and 10 hailed in She has an on base percentage
Of 347 and a slugging pel ol .449. and she leads Ihe
Falcons in a plethora of categories, including at-bats
(891. runs, hits (27). doubles (7). triples (3) and total
bases (40).
Domschiil leads Ihe MAC in runs scored per game.
wilh 0 80., and is second in triples per game 10 12) and
eighth in doubles per game (0.28).

American league

EASTERN CONFERKM E
Atlantic Dii
,
x-Mutni
<-Nm York
^-Philadelphia
Orlando
Boston
Nc* Jersey

m^'

Pet
.675
636
623
461

46
55

.403
.403
276

GB

Darling 10 one-year contracts

3
4
16 1/2
21
21
30 1/2

w

Pel

HOCKEY

Anaheim

4

571

ATLANTA THRASHERS—Signed F Brad Tapper

Seattle

4

571

Tesas

4

.571

Oakland

J

429

CALGARY FLAMES—Fired Al Coates. general manager. Brian Sutler

Tigers beat Mariners 5-2
DF.TROIT — If only every Tigers home game chrislened a new ballpark.
Gregg Jederies and Hobby Higginson each dune in
(wo runs as the Tigers heal ihe Seattle Mariners 5-2
Tuesday al Comcrica Park. Detroit's first home game in
104 years that wasn't, al (he corner of Michigan and
Trumbull.
Opening a ballpark with a win has become a Detroit
tradition. The Tigers. Ihen in the Western league, touted Columbus 17-2 in ihe Bennett Park opener on April
28. 1896. When Navm Field, later called Tiger Stadium, opened on ihe same site on April 20. 1912, Detroit
beat Cleveland 6-5.
Comerica Park, built at a COO of S300 million in
downtown Detroit, has all the amenities, from stalues
of Ty Cobb and Al Kaline. to luxury suites and a
carousel.

coach. Nick Polano. director of player personnel, and Rich Preston asvivtam
coach
FLORIDA PANTHERS—Reassigned D Brad lerence to lajuisv.llc of the
AMI.

y-LA Lakers
65
* Portland
56
vHwn»
49
s-Satramento
43
s-Scaltle
42
Golden Slate
18
I. A Clipper-.
14
a-clinchcd (,1.11 "II berth
y clinched dlvi.lun
Wednesday's (,"i»i

II
21
27
33
35
59
62

833
727
645
566
545
234
184

Wednesday's Games
8 1/2
15

NASHVILLE PREDATORS—Signed D Karlis Skiaslins. I Rob Value, u
and F Ville Pellonen to contract eslensions Esercised then contract opnonv on I

Tens tOli.er 0-01 al N Y Yankees (Cone Oil. I 05 p m.
Cleveland (Wngtil 1-01 at Oakland tlleredia 0-01. 135pm

21
22 1/2
46 1/2
50

Minnesota iSanlana 0-0) al Boston (lasscro 0-0). 60S p m
Seattle tSele 00) al Detroit (Mlicki 0-11. 7 05 p m

Seti. ncn Bordeleau. F Vnali Yachmencv and D Alesandrc Boikov
PITTSBURGH PENGUINS—Signed F Bill Tibbelts 10 a contract for the
2000-01 season
TORONTO MAPLE LEAFS—Added C-LW Don Macl-can. C-RW Adam

Chicago While Sol (Baldwin 1-0) at Tampa Bay <Wheeler 0-0). 7:15 pm

Mair. D D I Smith. D Nathan Dempsey. D Dmitri Yakushin and G limmy Watte

Baltimore (Rapp 1-03 at Kansas City ISuzuki 0-0l. 8:05 p m.

to their practice roster from Si lohn's of the AHL

Toronto (Castillo 0-l)alAnaheim(Fyhne 0-0). 1005 pm

Orlando at BoMon. 7pm
Washington al Philadelphia. 7pm
Ncsv Jctscy at Ncss York. 7 30 p m
Milwaukee at Cleveland. 7 30 p m
Miami jl Detroit 7 30 p m

Thursday's Games

Atlanta at Charlotte. 7 30 p m

Seattle at Detroit, 7 05 p.m.

SOCCER
COLORADO RAPIDS—Called up G Jonathan Busch from Hampton Roads
of the A-League

Chicago White So* al Tampa Bay. 12 15 pm

COLLEGE
COLORADO STATE—Promoted men's assistant basketball coach Dak-

Baltimore at Kansas Cn>. 2 05 p m
Minnesota at Boston. 6 05 pm

Layer to coach

Guest Column

Browns have pick of litter for first selection of new millennium
DON DELCO
GUEST WRITER

Does it get much better?
The 2000 Major League Baseball
season is off and slugging, the
NBA's and NHL's endless regular
seasons are coming to an end. and
the NCAA has crowned a new men's
basketball champion in Michigan
State University. As long as il's not
the University of Michigan, right
Stella?
But one thing remains as it
weighs heavily on our minds and
sparks heated debate when amongst

friends with a frosty beverage in
hand, the 2000 NFL Draft.
The Cleveland Browns once
again have the first pick.
The
Cincinnati Bengals pick at, does it
matter? Ki-Jana Carter, Akili Smith,
and Big Daddy Dan Wilkinson ring
a bell? No? Exactly, so let's focus
on the Brownies.
There are three men who vie to
be that first pick and dawn the best
looking helmets in the NFL. not to
mention a nice hearty pay check:
Florida State's wide receiver Peter
Warrick. and Penn State's defensive
dynamic duo in LB LaVar Arrington

and DE Courtney Brown.
Let's start with Mr. Warrick. a
frequent patron of Dillard's department store.
Now. he has pretty
much overcome his little naughty
that he committed back in late '99.
His performance in the 2000 Sugar
Bowl against Virginia Tech dispelled much of his off field questions. He's an offensive playmaker.
something the Browns need desperately. But they need everything desperately. The Portland Trail Blazers
will forever be known as the team
that passed on Michael Jordan and
took Sam Bowie. Do the Browns

want to be remembered as the team
that passed on Warrick if he goes on
to have a stellar professional career?
Arrington is just one of many talented men who have graced the hallowed halls of Linebacker U. We all
have burned into our memories the
image of a t» 11 navy blue jersey timing it just right and leaping over the
Illinois offensive line to stuff the
running back for a no gain. The
Browns already have a good young
linebacking core with Jamir Miller.
Wali Rainer. and Rahim Abdullah.
With this set in place, shouldn't the
Browns, who lacked anything

13040 Bishop Rd„ Bowling Green, OH • 353-2526

Dancers frorfi any club in the area receive 25°n on our
wide selection of Dancewear and shoes!

Wednesday Night:

rt Jazz Nig htW>

JSSSSM

B&B Truck & Auto
Repair & Welding

Now I'm not going to jinx it by
saying who I want the Browns to
take with the first pick Saturday, but
I will say that Warrick. to me. is the
next Desmond Howard (outstanding
in college, designated to a puni
returner in the NFL) and with the
Browns good, young linebacking
core set in place, there is only one
thing left to say. With the first pick
in the 2000 NFL Draft, the Cleveland Brow ns select ah. you thought I
was gonna say it?

The Bachelor and
Bachelorette Party Gift
Headquarters!!

24 Hour Towing
Transmission
• Tires
All Mechanical Work • Bearings
• Brakes
• All Farm Equip.
• Diesel and Gas Motors
- Low Shop Rates - Free Towing with Student ID (with qualified repair)

resembling a pass rush last year,
look to Brown?
Brown, a 6-5 270 pound DE. has
been referred to future hall-of-famer
Bruce Smith, and last year's stand
out rookie, Jevon Kearse. As Miller
evolved as the premier defender for
Cleveland last year, teams would
start to double team and run right at
him. taking Miller out of the play.
With Brown anchoring the DL.
teams would be forced double team
him. allowing Miller to have his way
with the oppositions offensive tackle, running back and ultimately their
quarterback.

siW

Come see local students, faculty
facul and
.... i)..i,t. rxl->.i
u.i.ii r~it
i -> ■» ■» music.
residents
play a-» tvariety
of jazz
19 and over welcome

Couples receive 10% off all purchases.

VIDEO SALE!

Adult Rated 2/$25 or $19.95 each

Thursday Night: Uncle Sam's Dream Machine
Drink Specials / Pool Tables

THE LOVE ftOUTIQUE
135 S. Byrne Dd. Toledo 53UW79 ViMt

Launch your
future today
with Convergys

Great Apartments Still Available for Fall 2000 At

GREENBRIAR!

US

trvou«h our separate entrance

JOIN THE START
UP TEAM AT OUR
TOLEDO CALL
CENTER!

TECHNICAL SUPPORT
REPRESENTATIVES
Convergys is looking to hire numerous Technical Support Representatives
who will provide support to cable modem customers by troubleshooting,
resolving or re-directing inquiries as necessary. The center will be open
between 6am-2am. Sunday-Saturday. We will be looking tor both FULLand
PART TIME, including weekends.

Columbia Court Apartments

WE OFFER:

$775 - $900 mo. • Close To Campus!

• $9 50 per hour with a $ 50 shift differential tor evening and weekend hours
• Paid vacation
• Great benefits package. 401(k), employee stock option plan, pension plan,
life, medical, vision and dental

Mercer Manor Apartments

REQUIREMENTS:

$775 - $850 mo. • AC, Fireplaces!

• High School Diploma/GED required, some college preferred
• Proficient with IBM PC - Windows '95, '98
• Troubleshooting experience
• Excellent customer service skills
• Working knowledge of Internet concepts and WWW/Macintosh knowledge
an asset
• Excellent communication and problem solving skills
• Ability to effectively handle irate calls
• Able to work well under pressure and in a last-paced environment
• Excellent attention to detail and ability to type 20 WPM

East Merry Apartments
$725 mo. • Newly Remodeled
Also a few spots still open at Field Manor Apartments and
Frazee Ave. Apartments. Both $625 to $675 a month. Close To Campus!

Applicants will be required to demonstrate Internet knowledge and
computer ability.
FOR A PRE-EMPL0YMENT INTERVIEW CALL

Apartments Also Available For Summer Rental!

1-888-284-7644 Ext. BWG-HAA7
8AM - 12:00 MIDNIGHT, 7 DAYS A WEEK.

<^

352-0717
224 E. Wooster

COUPLES DAY- EVERY SATURDAY

CONVERGYS
GRFENBRIAR, INC.

7

http://www.convergys.com
Conrttgys is an Eouai Ooportu-nty/Alirrrahve Action Employer commirieo to a diverse wonMorM
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Pennington has history in Falcon country
DON DELCO
GUEST WRITER

When the final second licks off
the clock on Super Bowl Sunday,
ihis signifies only one thing, three
months until the NFL Draft.
This year, the 2000 Draft docsn-t
offer a plethora of quarterbacks .is
the previous version, but all the
scouts and experts agree that one
signal caller stands out in the crowd.
Marshall University's Chad Pennington.
Pennington has three collegiate
starts against Bowling Green, with
Marshall and BG both members of
the Mid-American Conference.
The All-American was 2-1 versus
BG, averaging 248.7 yards in the air
and 2.3 passing Td's per game.
The loss occurred back in 1998
when BG defended their home turf
at Doyt L. Perry stadium by defeating the Thundering Heard 34-13.
'That was one of our belter wins
here." BG football coach Gary

Blackney said.
In that game, the Falcons game
plan of keeping the ball out of Pennington "s explosive hands worked to
perfection.
'The best way to keep him off the
field is by establishing a running
game, and using short play action
passing." Blackney said.
With Pennington on the sidelines
as much as possible, he finished
with just 175 yards passing and only
one TD toss.
The win was a highlight of the
'98 season for BG and as it turned
out. it was Pennington's one and
only loss in his Division I-A career.
He went on to lead the Thundering
Heard to MAC Championships in
'98 and '99. while also winning the
Motor City Bowl in those back-toback seasons.
Pennington holds numerous
records including two Division l-A
marks and 10 for Marshall University. He ranks third all time in NCAA
career passing yards with 14.108.
right behind the AFC Champion

Tennessee Titans Steve McNair and
record holder Ty Detmer. a two
game starter in 1999 for the reborn
Cleveland Browns.
Pennington ended his career with
123 TD passes and a 63.2 completion percentage.
Pennington was a finalist for the
Heisman Trophy, finishing fifth
while receiving 21 first place votes.
The prestigious award honors the
best collegiate player in the country.
"To me, standing from the outside looking in, he's the consummate quarterback," Blackney said.
"He's something special." Carolina Panthers head coach George
Scifcrt said, who coached Pennington in the 2000 Senior Bowl on Jan.
22.
In that exhibition game, Pennington stared for the North squad and
played only the first quarter completing 11-14 passes with a TD. He
M .is named the games MVP.
ESPN's NFL Draft guru Mel
Kiper Jr. ranks Pennington 6th
amongst the top 60 prospects for the

"Chad is a fine athlete, intelligent
and doesn't put his team in bad situations," Blackney said. "Just look at
him. he's assertive, confident, but
not cocky. He has all the qualities to
be an outstanding player on the professional level."
With all the positive qualities that
Pennington brings to the table, all
the signs point to the San Francisco
49ers. with the 12th pick, taking the
Marshall star.
Coupled with fading health of
their future hall-of-fame quarterback. Steve Young, and fresh off one
of their worst seasons in over 20
years, the Niners are in dire need of
someone for the future, and Pennington would be the perfect fit.
"There is no question he's a
leader on and off the field." Blackney said. "1 think his competitiveness along with his drive, motivation, and athletic abilities will work
in his favor."

BASEBALL

WIN

Continued from page 10
Schmidt doubled in the bottom of
the eleventh followed by walks to
Newell and Rice. Thai's when Best
put away the game for BG.
Despite their success thus far in
the MAC. Schmitz knows his team
has a lot of baseball games left.
"We are off to a good start but the
Eastern division has five teams over
.500." he said. "We just need to take
the games one at a time."
The Falcons play at Notre Dame
today at 5 p.m. and host Marshall in
a pair of twinbills. one Saturday and
one Sunday. Both doubleheaders are
set to start at I p.m.

MIKE LEHMKUHLE/ The BG News
FLY BALL — Falcon centerfielder Aric Christman stretches out
for a fly ball as infielder Nick Schmidt looks on. Christman
missed the ball but the Falcons beat Cleveland State, 3-2 in 11
innings.

"It was a pretty good
college baseball
game. The pitching
on both sides did a
nice job and both
teams were battling.
Danny Schmitz
BC Baseball Coach

j
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2000 Draft, the lone quarterback in
that list.
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PENNINGTON — Former Marshall quarterback Chad Pennington
looks for someone to throw to. Pennington did a lot damage to
BG in his tenure at Marshall.

FOOTBALL

Continued from page 10

"I fell really good." Fontana said
"I just felt like I was in control outhere. There are some days when you
feel like that and other days when
your mechanics are all out of balance. Everything was right."
The Falcons scored twice in the
second inning and moved ahead 3-0
when freshman Corey Loomis
reached on a one-out walk and
moved to second when sophomore
Sean Ryan, who led the team with
two hits, was thrown out trying to
steal third. Loomis came around to
score from second on a throwing
error by the Western catcher Joe
Seestadt.
"We took advantage of their mistakes and scored some big runs,"
Schmitz said.
Fontana's only mistake came in
the fourth inning after a two out
walk was followed with a homerun
by Seestadt. which cut the score to
3-2 in favor of BG.
The Falcons went on to score one
more run on a senior Kenny Burdinc
sacrifice fly to score sophomore Len
Ehas in the fifth. Fontana held the

Bronco offense to nothing to cam
his fourth win of the season
In the second game, the Brown
and Orange scored twice in the first
but were answered by two Bronco
runs to tie the game. BG then netted
three runs in the second and one in
the third to take a commanding 6-3
lead into the fourth inning.
The teams remained scoreless
until the bottom of the sixth when
the Broncos scored one to cut the
lead to 6-4 But BG answered with
two runs in the seventh to secure the
win. Ryan laced a single to lett and
junior Lee Morrison sacrificed Ryan
lo second. A groundout moved him
to third where he was brought home
by a senior Matt Marcum single.
"Sean Ryan had a good day lor
us. he did some things to help us
win." Schmitz said.
Sophomore Doug Flere started
the game but left alter giving up
three runs on three hits and two
walks in one inning. Junior Craig
Menkc finished the game for BG
and allowed only two runs on three
hits lo move his record to 3-2.

Continued from page 10
"We arc using a signaling system
with wristbands for the quarterbacks." he said. "In the past, what
we have done is we sent players in
with plays. We think this will allow
us to get more plays in, more quickly and be more efficient and effective "
The system will allow the Falcon
skill players to get more plaviny
time. Inslead of sending in a new
running back oi receiver with the
play. Sahm can just get the call from
the sideline and leave the personnel
untouched.
Sophomore quarterback Andy
Sahm believes the new system will
be effective once the kinks are
worked out of it.
"Basically, it's pretty simple," he
said. "I gel signals from the sidelines
and I have two big wristbands with a
hundred and some plays on them. I
just read em off the bands and we
hop up to the line. It saves more

time."

Load Up On Success at

• -►

Ground
Now Hiring for
Part-Time Positions

Ground

Open House
ON-CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS
FRIDAY 10-4

Do you know someone who is looking for a
^•eat part-time job??
FedEx Ground is having an Open Mouse??

at Career Services
,

Call Career Services
at 372-2356 -

FED EX GROUND OFFERS:

0
$Q5t
%J HOUR
HOI
TO

$000
0
%J HOUR

♦ Year-Round Positions
♦ Shifts To Choose From
♦ 3-5 Hrs., 5 Days A Week
♦ Tuition Assistance
♦ Paid Training
♦ Advancement Opportunities

^

When: Saturday, April 15th
We're easy

to find:

RPS

*

ti
a

Fed Ex Ground

s

Airport Hwy

1

Time: 1:00pm- 4:00pm
Fed Ex Ground
■

*

Tour the facility
\

Speak with the
FedEx employees

♦ Weekly Pay

♦ No Union Dues
♦ Starting At $8.50 - $9.00
♦ S.50 Raise After 90 Days
♦ Great Work-Out

Where: Toledo Hub (650 S.Reynolds Rd)

3
BGSU
1

1

Airport Hwy

Food and beverages
provided.
2

Ground
*

V

For more information
call 800-582-3577
or apply online at
www.bgnews.com

BGSU

For more information call (800)582 3577

1
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Bellisari confident, experienced
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
COLUMBUS — Sieve Bellisari
look some big hits — and thai was
after Ohio Stale finished 6-6 last
year.
Il figures thai when a leam has a
disappointing season. Ihe quarterback will catch much of the blame.
Bellisari recognizes thai one of Ihe
biggest reasons Ihe Buckeyes had to
watch the bowl games on TV was
because of his on-thc-joh training.
'That's part of the game." the
junior-to-bc said of the heat he took
from media, letters to Ihe editor and
callers on talk shows. "The quarterback deserves it. If you're not winning ball games, they've got to look
for somebody and that's the quarterback."
There were lots of problems on
both sides of the line of scrimmage,
but Bellisari seemed to draw most of
the fire. Starting the last 10 games,
he completed just 45 percent of his
passes and had nine interceptions to
go with 12 TI) passes.
But Chuck Stobart — the
receivers coach last year and mm
Ihe offensive ccxirdinalor — said
thai Bellisari wasn'l the sole reason
ihe Buckeyes seemed lost at times
on offense.
"You have to protect, you have to
catch and you have to throw." Stobart said "He does one of them
There are two olhcr phases thai have
be handled."
During spring workouts, the

Buckeyes have tried to shore up
their offensive line to protect Bellisari better. They've also tried to
expand the offense by throwing
more to the backs and tight ends and
by adding an option attack that they
intend to use for eight or 10 plays a
game.
Still, the biggest improvement
might have to be made in Bellisari's
head.
"He needs to have a little bit
more patience." Stobart said. "What
we're trying to emphasize with him
is to have patience, just take what
they give you and keep moving the
chains."
A year ago, Bellisari was the
backup to Austin Moherman in the
first two games. Bellisari. the
younger brother of former Ohio
Stale linebacker Greg Bellisari.
started the third game and never
relinquished the job. Moherman,
almost forgotten by the coaching
staff, transferred.
With Moherman gone, the job is
Bellisari's. That gives him confidence, but it also must give the
coaching staff a queasy feeling since
none of the backups — redshirt
freshmen Craig Krcnzel and Scon
McMullen and incoming freshman
Rick McFadden — has ever been
exposed to the speed and violence of
a college game.
In due time, they'll have to grow
and learn the same way Bellisari
has
"You go from kindergarten to

first grade and from there you go
through the ranks and make your
way to junior high — that's what
he's doing." quarterbacks coach Tim
Salem said of Bellisari's learning
curve. "It's a process. The process
happens a little bit faster for some
guys than for others. What he
learned last year is showing so far in
these days of spring practice "
Bellisari said he has gained a lot
in terms of how to handle the silua
lions a quarterback is presented
Almost as much, he has learned
what his responsibilities are. He
admitted that he did not take an
active role as a leader last year
because he didn't think he had
earned it.
"I think I have a little more freedom as to what I can say and how to
say it now." said the native of Boca
Raton. Fla.
Bellisari has become more vocal.
There isn't any disputing he's one of
the cornerstones of the Buckeyes'
rebuilding project.
"I had confidence in Steve last
year." said Jonathan Wells, jousting
for the starting tailback job. "Sieve's
the leader of the offense. He keeps
the huddle going."
But an older, wiser Bellisari
acknowledges he's not alone out
there.
"I've been that kind of guy who
likes to make plays, to kind of try to
be in control." he said. "I learned a
lol last year. You can't do it all by
yourself"
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— Mark
Chmura of the Green Hay Packers
|h»sicd bail after his arrest on accusations that he sexually assaulted his
17-year-old baby sitter at a parly following a high school prom.
Chmura
and
friend
Robert
I icssert were both arrested early
Monday.
The 17-year-old told authorities
Chmura had sex with her on a bathroom flixir at Ihe party early Sunday.
An 18 year-old woman accused
Gcsscrt of sexual misconduct in a
hot tub ai the same party.
Hartland Police Chief Motion
Hci/necker recommended charges
of third-degree sexual assault, a

felony punishable by up to 10 years
in prison and a $10,000 fine.
Chmura. 31. and Gcsscrt, 42,
were not charged Monday. But
Court Commissioner Martin Binn
lound probable cause that a crime
had been committed.
"We will continue reviewing the
case," District Attorney Paul Bucher
said. "We will need to gather more
information."
Chmura. one of the NFl.'s besi
tight ends, helped Green Bay to
Super Bowl appearances in 1997
and in 1998.
On Monday, he appeared in court
in an orange jail jumpsuit, with
hands chained. Chmura and Gcsscrt
were released on $5,000 bail.

SBX ■ SBX ' SBX
Gel your personalized graduation
announcements ai SBX withm 24 hours
SBX ' SBX ' SBX

Classified
Ads
372-6977

Personals
BE FLEXIBLE
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Fncker s Mens Softball Team is having
practice and tryouts on Sunday 4/16/00
and 4/30/00 from 4 30pm lo 7 3Qpm IQ_
BowlinQ Green, Ohtg (we will practice between 175 and the BGSU Football stadium) Tuesday evening league. Sunday
evening league and weekend tournaments on Sat & Sun For details call BQIL
Mjllejat (419| 474-1733.
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Campus Events
DANCE MARATHON 2001
Don't miss your chance to be involved <n
Dance Marathon 2001' The deadline lor
Director and Assistant Director
Applications has been extended to
Fnday. Apnl 14th' Applications must be
turned into the DM office (450 Student
Services) by 5pm on Fnday! Thank you
and good luck to
everyone who has applied*
DANCE MARATHON 2001
Senior Question #52
"Will employers care about my
C in English?"
Get all the answers
bgsu eG ra d2000 com
Associated Press Photo

BELLISARI — Ohio State quarterback Steve Bellisari tries to
avoid an Ohio Bobcat defender last season.

Give from (he Heart. Give Blood
Red Cross Blood Drive, today,
1 iam-6pm, Olscamp Hall
Last chance...To give someone
else a chance!
Blood Dnve. 11-6, Olscamp Hall
A few minutes of your time today.
Give someone else tomorrow
Minerva
Sea is calm, quiet voyage on Titanic Stop
A few iceburgs off starboard Stop.
Bought round trip ticket Stop
Abigail
Senior Question »113
"Will I ever see daylight
once I have a job?"
Get all the answers.
bgsu eGrad2000 com

I'alian Heritage Week
BW3-9:30-Wed, April 12th-Conversation
Hour w/ltalian Club Come join the fun.
Senior Week & Beyond BG are coming
April 24-27
Beyond BG "Millennium Masquerade"
April 27 8-10pm Anderson Arena
Sponsors include SBX. BG News &
BGSU Alumni Association
Get your "Millennium Masquerade" t-shrrt
on the Education steps tor just Si 3'
«/«///////■///,/-, >■,////////////,//

SAVE S$S

Europe $219 (o/w + taxes)
CHEAP FARES WORLDWIDE"
Mexico/Caribbean $199-5229 (,f\ ♦taxes)
Call 800-326-2009 www 4cheapair com

■

: .. MfaVndMI or fru.,p on il- t...

WHAT TITLE DID MIKE TYSON
RECEIVE AFTER BITING OIF
HOLYFIELD'S EAR'

Chmura arrested

Services Offered

Tarot A palm reading tonight at Aztec
Restaurant Only S4.00 with tood purchase.
The ladies of Phi Mu would like to thank
the gentlemen ot Lambda Chi Alpha tor a
great tea and an awesome time at Maze
Craze 2000'

vf/ysy//rss/s/sss//,A'Ssss//y/,-.'./y/.'ss/. ■ -.,
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THURSDAY .APRIL 13
4:30 - 7 00 PM

NEWL°VE
Rentals
TIRED OF LOOKING?
LOOK NO FURTHUR...
709 Fifth St.:
Two bedroom unfurnished

LOCATION, PRICE & SELECTION

apartments with iwo full
baths and a dishwasher1 I ligh

You Will Find The Best Housing With Us!

Be pan of h
Book passage on
the maiden *
Of llu* new :u\ur> liner
Advance boardii
aftavailabk- V
Whin Star LlIK
nekcl v>
Commons Dimnj Ceoei
1
. the luxury!
Settle into pure reuuuuon*
Build mi
lo lasi J Nlctimc'
JOIN US!

iDon'l mi".* the boat! I

I/O/ efficiency gas heal, and hoi

805 THURSTIN -Two Bedrooms, I Bath, Furnished
School Year- Two Person Rate- $590.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- S510.00
517 E. REED -A I Thurstin One Bedroom, I Bath, Furnished or Unfurnished
School Year- Two Person Rate- S475 00
One Year- Two Person Rate- $405.00
451 THURSTIN -Across from Offenhauer.
Furnished Efficiencies with Full Bath
School Year- One Perdson Rate- $350.00
One Year- One Person Rate- $32000
751 HIGH -Two Bedrooms, I Bath. Vanity in Hall Dishwashers.
Furnished-School Year-Two Person Rate- S535 00
Furnished-One Year-Two Person Rate-S44000
649 SIXTH -Two Bedrooms. 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall.
Furnished- School Year -Two Person Rate- $535.00
Furnished- One Year - Two Person Rate - $440.00
802 SIXTH -Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall. Dishwashers

wafer. Central air conditioning.
Private parking lol. Resident pays
all utilities. #1-4 $495.00 per month
for a 12 month lease. »i -4 $595.00
for .i 9 month lease. #5-12 $525.00
per month (or a 12 month lease (6-

Board mi: from ihe
White Siar Line pier at

12 $625.00 for a 9 month lease.
AUGUST RENT FREE!!

332 S. Main St. • 352-5620
E5J

listen up class of 2000!

www.newlovereaIty.com

Furnished- School Year -Two Person Rale- $550.00
Furnished- One Year - Two Person Rate - $465.00
818 SEVENTH -Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall,
Furnished- School Year- Two Person Rate- $535.00
Furnished- One Year- Two Person Rale- $440.00
505 CLOUGH -Two Bedroom, Furnished, 1 Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year- Two Person Rate- $610.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- $540 00
825 THIRD -One Bedroom, Furnished, 1 Bath.
School Year- One Person Rate- $425.00
One Year- One Person Rate- $375.00
701 FOURTH -Two Bedroom, Furnished, 1 Bath plus Vanity in BR School
Year- Two Person Rate- $560.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- S490 00
640 EIGHTH -Two Bedroom, Unfurnished, I Bath
School Year- Two Person Rate- S535 00
One Year- $465 00
841 EIGHTH -Two Bedroom, Furnished, 2 Baths
One School Year- Four Person Rale- S495.00
One Year- Four Person Rate- $425.00
733. 755. 777 MANV1LLE- Two Bedroom, Unfurnished, one k a half Bath.
One School Year- $495.00
One Year- $425.00

someone's gotta win an incredible trip for ten to
■H

s

u

eery

i f

rj 3 j*oundcis Keepers
ftfj %ood (Zoult

and it might as well be you!

SERVICES

3ntioducln$ a jyiesk stant
to uout mottling...

graduation countdown
class ol 2000 rr.-. •
graduation announcements
online gift registry
real world guide
careers
.fand a whole lot moie

HOUSES FOR RENT

303 S. SUMMIT - FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE. Limit 5 people. $990 per montrfplus all
utilities Deposit S990 00 Available May 20, 2000 to May 12.2000
530 E. MERRY - THREE BEDROOM HOUSE Limit 4 people. 1700.00 per month plus all
utilities. Deposit $700.00. Available August 24, 2000 lo August 11.2000
150 1/2 MANVILLE - One bedroom upstairs uniL Limit 2 people
$400.00 per month phis all utilities Deposit $400.00.
Available May 20. 2000.
714 EIGHTH -Duplen Unit A Only. Two 2 bedroom units. Limit 2 people per unit.
$600 00 per month plus utilities Deposit $600 00.
Available August 24.2000.

Call JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
Rental Office 354-2260
For Your Convenience We Are Located At
319 E. WOQSter Street, amiss from Taco Bell

i

6/

JOam - 10:30am weekdays
10:ooam - 1:30pm weekends

bgsu.eGrad2000.com
from your friends at
THE

^•llt you? bowl with y&laln 01 Manilla Xfo^uit,
then add youi choice 0$ toppings!
tyiif foesh stiawbeniies 01 Uuebeinics.
/JXaybe toasted coconut and clunked
pineapple 01 even sweet apple topping^hen add some ciunch with pianola
0? $0 healthy with wheat ^eim.
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enter to win a vacation loi ten lo

europe

including hotel, airlate. email
pass, digital cameia and mote1
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Personals

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Rent

Worried about pregnancy??
EfSfl Pregnancy Tests Confidential and
Caring 354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

$ FUNDRAISER $
Open to student
groups & organizations
Earn $5 per MC app. We
Supply all materials at no cost.
Call for info or visit our website.

Christian Summer Camp
Counselor. Lifeguard, Nurse, Good pay.
216.623.7457
mylechreest©use sarmy.org

Local Trucking Company Looking for
Summer Drivers!
Are you 21 or over and want to make big
$? We are looking for people who can
drive our dump trucks lor the summer!
We will train! Some heavy equipment experience is necessary. Give us a call @
(419) 843-2813 or send resume lo: HR
Dept. Driver, 3810 Herr Rd.. Sylvania,
OH 43560.
If you want lo work this summer and
make $ $ S, call or write usl
Nazareth Hall
Part lime positions available (or waitstaff
& Bartenders lor weddings & special
events. Excellent opportunity for anyone
looking to earn extra spending money.
Great wages Mus. be available on
weekends. Please call 419-832-2900.

Needed babysitter, 2nd shift, reliable, own
transp. Pay negotiable. Call Krisli or Mark
al 352-3848.
Now hiring tor summer day delivery personnel & day & evening prep. Apply
DiBenedellos, 1432 E. Woosler, 2-5
SUMMER 2000
PUT-IN-BAY JOBS
Island Bike Rental, Inc.is looking lor energetic enthusiastic students to work
at bike/golf cart rental.
Competitive wages, year-end bonus.
Housing available.
CALL 419-285-2016
Summer babysitter for 8 S 10 yr. olds In
my BG home. Mon-Fri 8:30-5:30. Must
have own transp. & love sports! Call 3524286 after 6pm.
Summer Camp Staff
Seasonal Positions
Group leaders for day camp ages 3-14
years. Full time, seasonal, various shifts
available. Must like kids, be a positive role
model, energetic, friendly, and a team
player. Wage plus bonus system. Some
positions available working with special
needs children and youth. Hiring now lor
summer. Hours available beginning May
15th. Send resume or apply at the
Catholic Club, 1601 Jefferson Avenue,
Toledo, Ohio 43624.
Summer maintenance, 40 hours/week S7.00/hr., 1st shift, some weekends. Year
rouond
pan-time
maintenance,
32
hours/week - $8.00/hr. Apply to Wood
County Park District, 18729 Mercer Rd.,
Bowling Green, OH 43402.

1 non-smoker needed to sublease MayAug, own room. 1/2 block from campus.
$192/mo ♦ util. 353-6389, Alicia.
1 subleaser needed May-Aug 00 Helluva
Pad! 1 bedroom 224 1/2 Troup Ave 3534933.
12 month leases starting August
418A S. Summit, $675/mo. + utils.
2 bedroom, lower duplex, quiet area,
washer/dryer hookup
132 Liberty St. 2 bedroom spacious,
quiet area $525/mo. + utils.
134 Liberty, 1 bedroom, quiet area,
off-street parking, $495/mo. + utils.
Call Highland Mgml, 354-6036

Wanted

Earn & Learn with UPS!
JOB FAIR this Saturday 9-1
3-1/2-5 hour shifts
$8.50-S9.50/hour.
1550 Holland Rd.. Maumee
Take a Tour!
Call 419-891 -6860 for more into!
EOE

1-800-932-0528X65
www.ocmconcepts.com

1 F. sublsr. needed (or summer house,
washer/dryer, central AC, own room Call
352-5228 if interested.
2 females to sublease house for summer,
828 5th St. $237 50 * utils Call collect after 5pm. 1-330-665-4110 or 352-9392.
Babysitter for 2 kids, 5 and 3 yrs. Must be
able to come through summer. Call 3528409 after 6:30pm.
Female rmte needed ASAP. 12 mo.
lease, own room, $220/mo. Call 3541605.
Senior Question #121
"Do I really need
lo network?"
Get all the answers;
bgsu.eGrad2000 com

Female rmte needed for Sum '00 &/or Fall
'00-Spr '01. Very nice clean apt close to
campus. Own mv If interested please call
Brenda 9 372-6723.
Subleaser needed for summer, avail. May
7th-Aug. 15th; $500 354-6819, ask for
Charlie or leave message.
Subleaser needed from May 13 thru Aug.
12. 1 bdrm. apt. unfum. on 7th St. Please
contact Teresa 354-0002.
__
Subleaser needed May-Aug. Own room,
big enough for 2 people. 149 Manvtlle
$500 whole summer * util. Call 354-6736.
Subleasers wanted for summer. 1 yr. old.
4 bdrm. house 1479 Scott Hamilton (off
Mercer). Nick or Dave at 352-8415.
Sublsr needed May t4 thru July 01. 2
bdrm.. 2 bath apt. Big rooms & space 10
mm. walk to campus. Call Marissa 3538368
Summer subleaser needed for 1 bdrm.
fum. apt. Rent negotiable. Call Taylor at
353-5460

Help Wanted
S Internet Gold S
Shop, save, make money!
With your own e-commerce shopping mall
Turn key internet business Earn while
you sleep www leshes.km.net

"'Miscellaneous help needed. Start immediately and through summer. Will work
around schedule. Call 353-0325.
"Cleaning people needed. Start
5/08/2000 or sooner. Call 353-0325.
400 Counselors/Instructors needed! Coed
summer camps in Pocono Mountains, PA.
Lohikan, 800-488-4321 www.lohikan com.
Accounting Clerk
Immediate opening for Perrysburg mfgr.
Full-time or possible part-time for two
people. A/R and A/P daily duties. Send
letter of interest to PO Box 147,
Perrysburg. OH 43552
Advanced Auto Parts now hiring for full
and part time positions. Parts experience
preferred but not necessary. Apply in person at 1025 S. Main St.
Are you looking for a summer job7 Camp
counselors are needed at the YMCA-Suburban West Branch in Columbus. Includes great hours, weekends off and free
membership if mred. For more information, call 614-276-8224.
Caddies Needed-Top 30 Golf Course
Earn up to $70 per day-you pick the hours
Call Ken Koperski-lnverness Club535-6519
Camp counselors & lifeguards needed for
co-ed summer camp near Ann Arbor.
Room, board & salary 734-878-6628.
Childcare needed. 3 yr. old & 4 yr. old for
fall semester. Resume & references
needed. Call 419-353-7709
EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part-time, full-time, even put in overtime hours, around your college and personal schedule. Work a minimum of 15
hours per week or 40 hours plus overtime. Many college students work here.
Starting pay is $5.30 per hour with an automatic S 25 per hour increase to S5.55
after 100 hours of service with the company These are unskilled jobs involving assembling and packaging of small parts
Apply in person between the hours of
9:00 AM and 5:00 PM (Monday-Fhday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS,
INC., 428 Clough Street, Bowling Green.
Ohio, only 2 blocks from campus near
Kinko's and Dairy Queen next to the railroad tracks

ENVIRONMENTAL SUMMER JOBSI
Don't waste your summer with a
pointless job., be an
ACTIVIST and make a difference! Help
Ohio's largest environmental organization
fight corporate pollution and foxic
dumping.
'Participate in protests with 100's
of other activists!
'Learn grassroots organizing!
'Wear jeans to work and spend
the days outside!
Best of all, get paid $350Aveek!
Monday-Fnday, 2-10pm
Call 866-4463 for an interview
FQod Sen/joe Worker-20 hours per week,
M-F. 3:00pm to 7:00pm daily Work cooperatively with mental health staff to provide meals for children and adolescents.
Position includes organizing, serving
meals, and cleaning kitchen and dining
room areas. Experience with children,
food preparation and management a plus.
Salary $7.69 per to $8.65 per hour. Send
resume to: CRC. PO Box 738. Bowling
Green. OH 43402.
If you can throw down in the kitchen, if
you can hustle food & drinks. Jed's wants
you. Accepting applications for summer &
year-round. Part and full time. Waitstaff,
minimum to start. Kitchen $8-$10/hr, to
start. Apply within, M-F after 3:00pm. 8721977.
Lawn care business seeking experienced
pt. time & full time seasonal worker. 6fa93338.
Like talking on the phOM? Wiy not tjtl
paid tor it?! That's right, AZG Research is
now hiring for telephone interviewers. NO
SELLING INVOLVED. Starting pay
$6.00/hr. Call 352-8115 ext. 0 for more
details or stop by for an application.
13330 Bishop Rd, right here in Bowling
Green!
Look great for summer
Lose lbs & inches
100% safe, natural & guaranteed
1-888-8O0-6339-ext. 1230
www.well-ness.org
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Earn
$15 an Hour

DINNEU,
SPECIALS

w

Painters Wanted
Have you painted for a student painting
company or other painting company? We
are looking lor dependable, hard-working
& motivated people. We are a year round
company looking for summer help. If you
have your own transportation A some
experience call 882-056-4
for an application.
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Top sports camp-Maine. Counselors to coach all sports: tennis, baseball, basketball, lacrosse, hockey, waterfront, ropes, BMX. mountain bike, golf,
water-ski. 888-844-8080 or apply
www cam peed a r com
Receptionist/Office Assistant
Seasonal position, May 15-August 15
(option to continue in fall if possible).
Responsible for answering 3 line phone.
greeting guests and assisting with a
variety ol office duties Detail oriented and
organized. Computer skills including
working knowledge of spreadsheets and
databases a plus. Musi be friendly, a
team player, and comfortable interacting
with people. Send resume or apply at the
Catholic Club, 1601 Jefferson Avenue,
Toledo, Ohio 43624.
Application deadline. Apnl 21. 00.
Group leaders lo facilitate group games.
Initiative games course with climbing wall.
Indoor and outdoor opportunities
available. Part-time flexible hours.
Training available. Send resume or apply
at the Catholic Club, 1601 Jefferson
Avenue, Toledo, Ohio 43624.
Staying in BG this summer? Looking for
part-time work that won't conflict with
classes? Become a SOFTBALL UMPIRE The BG Umpires Association is
looking for men and women to umpire in
the city recreation leagues. Umpires are
needed for either slow-pitch or fast-pitch
games. Earn S14-35 per game. If interested, contact Jim at 352-4159 or at treegerGwcnet org

For the Graduate Student
or Young Professional

Sirloin Steals
TUESDAY

March
of Dimes'
WalkAmerica1

Swiss Steak
WEDNESDAY

Stuffed Pork Chop

Hiring Now for
Summer ft/orFall

Apply On-line:
www.wizeup.com/rep

THURSDAY

Where: B<; kroner's

ILaked Cnklsen

When: Smhj April 16. 2000
Time: Registration hc-gins at
X:00ain walk bojsinus at 9:00am

(0dUJl/JbMMdJjh9
*7

1628 EAST WOOSTER
BOWLING GREEN-354-2S35

.Shuttle atailable from I nion
parking lot starting at 7:30am
Qnctttoni please call 372-6664

See what's new
in the news!!

Check out these delightful,
spacious 142 bedroom Apartments

• 2 blocks to downlown
• I block lo Post Office
• Ceramic tile
• Sky lights in some units
• Energy efficient
• Quiet
• Some units w/ studies
• Central air/ gas heat
• Laundry
• Assigned parking

Call 354-6036

From 9:00 ■ 5:00 M-F
Take a virtual tour at:
wHW.wcncl.orn/- highland

HI

Management Inc.

INTRAMURALS
Soccer Playoffs will be

We need YOU!

held the week of
The Aquatics Program
April 17-20. Stop by
is looking for Lifeguards
the IM/SC Office,
and Learn to Swim
Instructors for Summer
130 Perry Field
2000. Stop by the SRC
House, after 2:00pm on
Main Office or call Mike April 14, to check your team's
at 2-7482 for info.
status for the playoffs.

FITWELL CENTER
Hey Seniors...

The first-ever Broomball
Championship Game will be
held Wed., April 19 at
10:45pm in the Ice Arena.
Come check out the exciting
new IM sport and make plans
to enter your own team next
year.
A

""""

If you are a graduating senior, NC/*'
call now to schedule your FREE
FITWELL assessment.
LAST DAY FOR FITWELL TESTING:
Friday, April 28, 2000

FALL OPENINGS

Hillsdale Apts. 1082 Fairview,
I bdrm. Dishwasher/Garbage
Disposal/ Air Conditioner
Unique Design Start at $380.
Call353-5800

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apts. 215 E. Poe.
Studios. Large 1 bdrm. Laundry
on site. Starts at $250
Call 353-5800

FREE

AEROBICS
Monday-Thursday:
Moon, 4:OOpm & 5:30pm

&

PASS to the
Student Rec Center or Perry Field
House on

Monday-Thursday:
S:30pm
f water aerobics)

$5 April 14, 15 or 16. 2000
1

I

BGSU

Apartment AvSlleblS
1 bedroom
$265 ♦ utilities
12 month lease preferred
(419J-287-4151

Summer & 1 sem. leases avail.
Call 353-0325 9am-9pm

1 bedroom apt. 138 E. Court St. $4007mo.
ind. heat & water. No pets, avail. June
2000 352-0537 or 352-6224, ask lor Tom
1 Bedroom Apt. House
1 Block Irom campus
Call 354-2401
1,2.3 Bedroom Apts.
From only
$425
Private Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts.
353-7715

GEORGETOWN MANOR
800 3rd St. » 616 2nd St
gdhov@wcnet.org
Fall 2000/2001 354-9740
1 bdrm starts $325 plus utilities
2 bdrm starts $545 & elec/lree heat.
W/D ladl., AC. parkmg/walk-in closet,
lurn./unturn Renovaled. quiet, no pels
Looking lor a place to live?
www.housing101.net...
Your move oil campus!
NICE, CLEAN 2 BDRM APTS. AVAIL.
FOR FALL. 9/12 MO. LEASE STARTING
AT $475. 2-4 PERSON OCCUPANCY*
AC « OFF-STREET PARKING NO PETS
PLEASE 352-3445.
Subleaser needed ASAP
(Now until Aug. 10)
1 unfum. rm. in 2 bdrm apt (Univ. Village)
$250/mth + security & your part ol util.
April and August Free
Call 344-4267.
Subleaser needed, 2 BR, large klchn &
living rm. Quiet area. 518 1/2 S. Main St.
353-3476,Taeyon or Luc,
taeyonk @ bgnet.bgsu.edu.
Subleasers needed tor Summer. 2 bedrm.
unfurnished on 7th St. CHEAP! Call
Christian or Dusty 353-0599. A/C. Dishwasher. Utilities included.
Summer subleaser needed ASAP. 1 BR
apt. w/AC, on-site parking, $335/m negotiable, call Brandon at 353-8914.
To sublet, large 2 bdrm Sw lots of slor
age, AC, dishwasher. Iree spa privileges.
8th St. S450 plus util. & dep. Leave message Jan 354-5400.
WINTHROP TERRACE
APTS., 400 E. Napoleon BG, OH.
1 & 2 BDRM apts. avail.
Call 352-9135.
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{BL
NEWS

□OWL.INQ QnCEN

Now on Cable Channel 6

5:30-Live
Re-broadcast at
10:30 & 7:30am

t

Wood County' s
only LIVE local
Television news
source

>

Check Us Out II
www.homecltylce.com

Hrnnilitulos

Great Job Opportunities !!
Heinz Site 726 N. Enterprise
1 bdrm/A/C Dishwasher/Garbage
Disposal CLOSE TO CAMPUS
Starts at $400 Call 353-5800

Finale Week Aerobic* Schedule

k

730 Elm Street. 2 BR, sec. dep., parental
guarantee, tenant pays util., 12 mo.
Lease. $500/Month. Avail. May 15, 2000
Call 352-2330 after 5:00 PM or 354-2854

Hiring Students Part- Time NOW and Full- Time During Summer 4 Breaks

clip and save (pretcul at the main entrance)

HI

'"Large house, apts. & rooms
House 2 bdrm., $645 mo.
326 Leroy-up, 1 bdrm S355 mo.
Apts. 316 E. Merry «5, 1 or 2 bdrm.
$480 mo., AC. furnished

Management Inc.

Management Inc.

r

Hi

For Rent

1 and 2 bedroom apartments
Beginning of May of 2000
352-7454
1 bdrm. apt. across Irom campus. Avail
June 1, lor one year lease. $325/mon +
utilities. Call (419) 893-1277, evenings.

www.bgsu.edu/recsports
AQUATICS

Pontiac 6000, 1986, 107K. many new
parts. Power windows/locks. Must sell
$800 obo. Call Jon 8 352-3805.
Whirlpool Washer & Dryer, $250.00 firm,
352-5882.

(419) 354-6036

Opportunity for
lull-Time after Graduation

loin V( .ilk \MUIK.I .ind he .1 hero for
Ixbies. I ill pour local Mitch ol Dii
01 vigil HMw.modimct.orK

HONDAS FROM $29/mo. Police
impounds! 0 down. 24 mo. at 19 9%. For
listings call 1-800-319-3323 ext 4558
MINOLTA XD 11 camera, accessories.
ibrachSbgria] or IjbiachQwcnel.org.

*

Cutting-edge

6 bdrm. house, sublease for May to
August, 1366 E. Wooster, direclly across
the street from campus, $233/month plus
utilities. Negotiable Call 352-4884

26" trek 850 mountain bike, 21 speed.
669-3384, leave message.

1M> E Wjihington Strccl. Bowling Green. Ohio

On Campus

Certified Anjus (Leef

For Sale

HOMESTEAD

Part-Time

MONDAY

We are looking for 1 or 2 select
individuals to work evenings in our
Perrysburg office. If you are
serious about making money, are
willing to work in a fun, group
environment and have a great
phone voice we may need you!
Call Mrs. Thompson between
10 am and 2 pm ONLY at 419-872-6265
We are looking tor summer help. Painters, exp. & own transp. Power washers
exp. & own transp. Cold callers going
door to door. Call 882-0564

12 month leases starting May 19th, 2000:
322 E. Court #4-1 Br.-1 person$390. ind. all util.
322 E. Court »5-1Br.-1 person$420. ind. all util.
453 S. Prospect #C-1 Br.-1 psrson$360 . * Gas/elec
Steve Smith 352-8917 or 367-8666
2 bdrm, non-smoking, female oriented
apt. Furnished, utilities included
353-5074, Kelly.
2 bdrm. 1002 & 1004 Boone Ct. Unfum.,
1 1/2 baths, air cond . wash/dry hook up,
garage, yard, quiet, non-smoking, no
pets. 12 mo. lease, grad student/prof, preferred. Avail. May/August. $720 plus util.
287-3306.
2 bdrm. unfurn duplex, 117 1/2 E. Reed
1 bath, great storage, non-smoking, offstreet parking & quiet, no pets. 12 mo.
lease. Avail. May or August. $485 plus
util. 287-3306.
3 bdrm. unlum. 117 E. Reed. 2 full baths,
wash/dryer. Ig. kitchen, storage. Nonsmoking. 12 mo. lease, no pets. Avail
Aug. $920 plus util. 287-3306
4 bdrm. unfum. 411 N. Enterprise. Basement, washer/dryer, 1 1/2 baths, garage,
non-smoking, no pets. 12 mo. lease. Sec.
dep $920 plus util. Avail. Aug. 287-3306.

AJE&CA
Management Inc.
Willow House 830 Fourth St..
I bdrm. Air Condition
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Remodeled
Starts at $400

One pass per Sib/Kid per student member of Rec
Sports. Must turn in a coupon upon entry per doy
Management Inc.

For more info about any of these programs,
please call 372-2711 or email recreate&bgnet.

Slop by our office JI 1045 N. Main SI
tor compkle listing or Call 353.5800.
www.ncnel.org/-mtcca

Flexible Hours & GREAT PAY II
We offer 10-40+ hours I week
Route Delivery & Packaging Positions

$6.00 - $10.00 per hour

1-800-899-8070
Located Just minutes from Campus!
We Also Have Facilities in Other Cities, Call Us!
Lexington, KY
Lima/Bucyrus
Clevelana'Ashiand/CaniorVEne
CincmnaH'Kenlucky
MansneloV Ashland

1-800-933-3575
1-800-894-0529
I 800 674-0880
1-800-288-4040
1-800-894-0529

DaytorvSpnngfield
Detroit
Prttsburgh
West Virginia
Souiheasl Ohio

1-800-283 5511
'•734-9559094
1-800-355-2732
1-800-545-4423
1-800-545-4423

No Experience Necessary. Train in one facility during school and work
during summer break. We otter Schedule Flexibility. Start training Ngw
Schedule an interview A.S.A.P. Bring a Friend !

www.homecitvice.com
I
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